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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
AMERICAN MNEMONIC: RACIAL IDENTITY IN WOMEN’S LIFE WRITING OF 
THE CIVIL WAR 
American Mnemonic: Racial Identity in Women’s Life Writing of the Civil War takes up 
three American women's autobiographies: Emilie Davis’s pocket diaries (1863-65), 
Elizabeth Keckley’s Behind the Scenes: Thirty Years a Slave and Four in the White House 
(1868), and Louisa May Alcott’s Hospital Sketches (1863). Chapter one is devoted to 
literary review and methodology. Chapter two, "the all-absorbing topic': Belonging and 
Isolation in Emilie Davis’s Diaries," explores the everyday record of Emilie Davis in the 
context of Philadelphia’s free black community during the war. Davis’s position as a 
working-class free woman offers a fresh perspective on the much-discussed “elite” black 
community in which she participated. Chapter three, “'The Past is Dear': Nostalgia and 
Geotemporal Distance in Elizabeth Keckley’s Behind the Scenes,” explores Keckley’s 
memories of the South as she narrates them from her position as an upwardly mobile free 
black woman in Washington, D.C. My analysis illuminates the effect of shifting subject 
positions (e.g., from slave to free) on the process of self-narration, a process that I argue 
ultimately recasts Keckley in a more abolitionist light. Finally, chapter four, “'A Forward 
Movement': Louisa May Alcott’s Hospital Sketches and the Racialized Temporality of 
Progress,” argues that Alcott uses the geotemporal conditions of the war hospital to gain 
social mobility. This forward movement for Alcott leads her to cast black characters in a 
regressive light, revealing the racial hierarchy of progress. All of these authors express 
their experiences of time in unique ways, but in each case, the temporal cultural shifts 
catalyzed by the Civil War impact how they process their racial identities, and the genre of 
autobiography offers an intimate view of that process. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION: MEMORY, RACE, AND IDENTITY IN THE CIVIL WAR 
 
The world is wrong. You can’t put the past behind you. It’s buried in you; it’s turned your 
flesh into its own cupboard. Not everything remembered is useful but it all comes from 
the world to be stored in you. 
Claudia Rankine, from Citizen: An American Lyric 
 
Introduction 
At some point, before January 1, 1864, Emilie Davis bought a diary. She had filled 
similar diaries in previous years, as was her custom. Inside the blank cover page, Emilie 
wrote her name (see fig. 1). The title page of this particular diary reads, "for the purpose of 
registering events of past, present, and future occurrence" (figure 1). A diary such as this 
exists as an archive of personal experiences and memories, and in some ways, serves to 
make a life remember-able. Emilie Davis marked this diary with her name; she claimed it 
as her own and filled it with daily remembrances of her life. The diary, as a compact little 
book, flattens time (registering events across the past, present, and future) while 
demonstrating the cyclical nature of time as a daily lived experience. This tiny diary 
contains multitudes, but it remains largely overlooked. 
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Figure 1. Emilie's Diary: 1864 Title Page, Katherine Waddell, 2018. Courtesy of the Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania. 
 
While Emilie Davis was recording her every day experiences of the Civil War in 
Philadelphia, Walt Whitman was penning his own notes and poems. In 1865, after 
returning home to Brooklyn in physical and mental distress, Whitman published his 
collection of war poems, Drum Taps, which he would eventually include in later versions 
of Leaves of Grass. While Whitman was dressing the wounds and kissing the lips of 
soldiers in trenches in hospitals, Louisa May Alcott was also serving as a nurse in the 
nation’s capital. Alcott, who like Whitman returned north after falling ill, was also writing 
about her war-time experiences and published Hospital Sketches in 1863. Elsewhere in 
Washington, D.C., as Alcott was nursing soldiers and writing down her observations, 
Elizabeth Keckley was putting her hands to use, making elaborate dresses for Mary Todd 
Lincoln. Though Keckley would not publish her memoir until 1868, she had lived in the 
city since 1860 and watched as the tides of war changed the landscape. About 150 miles 
northeast, along Whitman’s and Alcott’s routes back home to New York and Boston, 
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Emilie Davis lived, worked, and wrote in Philadelphia. Her 1863 diary begins with a 
celebration of the Emancipation Proclamation, demonstrating her interest in the political 
events, especially as they impacted her black neighborhood, the Seventh Ward.  
Each of these writings offers an intimate view of the Civil War as it was lived by 
individuals; however, popular and critical attention has not been evenly distributed among 
these authors. Whitman’s Civil War writings, including Memoranda During the War and 
Specimen Days, which were not published until 1875 and 1882, respectively, have been 
included in collections of literature of the Civil War and have received literary attention 
for decades. New critical editions of these texts have been published in recent years. 
Cambridge University Press’s 2015 A History of American Civil War Literature includes 
a chapter on Whitman, but only one on a female autobiographer, Mary Boykin Chesnut. 
While there is no doubt that Whitman's reflections on the Civil War are valuable, he is 
disproportionally represented in texts on the war and memory.  
Texts by women, and especially women of color, are continuing to draw critical 
and popular attention, not just as underrepresented voices, but as narratives that offer 
something unique to the conversation. Women’s perspectives on the Civil War are 
fundamentally different than the views of their male comrades. Black women’s lives are 
especially rich locations of a diversity of experiences, as national narratives of race were 
shifting all around them. Most of the Civil War era autobiographies by black women are 
limited to slave narratives, the most notable of which is likely Harriet Jacobs’ Incidents in 
the Life of a Slave Girl. However, black experience during the war cannot be contained by 
enslavement alone, though the institution of slavery fundamentally shaped how race was 
understood. If we are to better conceive of the Civil War as a feature of American history 
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and literary tradition, we must continue to turn to these underrepresented texts as sites of 
memory and identity. Identity, by which I mean a subject's sense of selfhood, is always in 
conversation with both individual and collective memory. In this chapter, I will explore the 
interconnections between memory, temporality, racial identity, and autobiography.  
American Mnemonic investigates women's autobiographies as a site of racial 
identity formation during the Civil War, paying particular attention to the role of time in 
self-making. Trends in historical and literary scholarship on the Civil War have begun to 
consider how time and memory frame narratives about the nation. Historical works such 
as David Blight’s Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (2001) and 
Caroline Janney’s Remembering the Civil War: Reunion and the Limits of Reconciliation 
(2013) examine cultural artifacts such as monuments, serialized accounts of the war, and 
memorial celebrations. Janney expresses the exigency for this study of Civil War memory:  
The war generation understood what historians have come to grasp only in the past 
few decades: that memory is not a passive act [. . .] They knew that shared memories 
held the power to unite communities over space and time, to bind people together 
[. . .] What individuals and communities elected to tell of the war held enormous 
potential for staking claims of authority and power. (4) 
 
This dissertation recognizes the power of memory and self-narration for “staking claims of 
authority,” especially for underprivileged subjects. However, I also consider the particular 
social and cultural boundaries produced by the political circumstances preceding, 
generating, and persisting through the Civil War as they impacted the lived experiences of 
these authors.  
Literary critics have joined historians in turning to cultural memory and the Civil 
War. For example, Randall Fuller’s From Battlefields Rising: How the Civil War 
Transformed American Literature (2011) argues that the war generated epistemological 
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doubt in authors, which resulted in literary experimentation following the war. Fuller’s 
work is followed by Cody Marrs’s Nineteenth-Century American Literature and the Long 
Civil War (2015), which joins other scholars in re-evaluating literary criticism’s tradition 
of periodizing American literature in “antebellum” and “postbellum” terms.1 Marrs argues, 
“By framing literary history as an adjunct, or corollary, of national history, [scholars] 
contravene recent attempts to decouple literature from the state” (2). However, he also 
suggests that other attempts to focus on the “long nineteenth century” have not done service 
to the Civil War’s impact on literature as “a rupture with a stunning array of trajectories, 
genealogies, and afterlives” (3). Marrs creates a new lens for reading nineteenth-century 
American literature: “Transbellum” (2). He argues that transbellum reading makes legible 
the “shared tendency to repeatedly return to the Civil War as a literary, historical, and 
philosophical subject long after it officially concluded. As such, [transbellum reading] 
draws attention to just how continuous the war’s discontinuity was as it unfolded across 
the century as an unresolved imaginative struggle” (3). Historians and literary scholars are 
increasingly investigating the boundaries between disciplinary time periods, resulting in 
rich work such as Marrs’s, which invites us to widen our vision beyond static time markers, 
while still embracing the significance of an event such as the Civil War. 
American Mnemonic enters this conversation by focusing closely on the impact of 
the Civil War; however, my subject is not the war and its gargantuan events, but rather the 
																																																						
1 Marrs’s work follows on the heels of Unsettled States: Nineteenth-Century American Literary Studies 
(2014), edited by Dana Luciano and Ivy G. Wilson. The collection highlights underrepresented texts from 
the nineteenth-century, while also extending analysis beyond that time period into the twentieth- and twenty-
first centuries. The stated purpose of the collection is to “unsettle” the “fault lines” used to delineate literary 
canon and specialization. More recently, Cindy Weinstein’s Time, Tense, and American Literature: When Is 
Now? (2015) uses temporality as a tool for bringing together texts that are otherwise unlikely pairs. She 
argues that what draws the texts together is their “wobbly” hold on temporal sequence, which enables her to 
analyze texts from across literary periods (4). 
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intimate processes of identity formation as they are expressed in autobiography. The 
cultural narratives around race, fueled by debates about slavery, emancipation, and 
assimilation, shift dramatically during this time. However, the processes of identity 
formation, both individual and collective, precede the war years and continue as a current 
throughout American life to this day. So, though this dissertation is limited in scope to the 
Civil War, its themes of memory, temporality, and racial identity are boundless. 
Additionally, American Mnemonic enlivens the discussion of collective memory 
and the Civil War by bringing underrepresented women's voices into the conversation, 
namely Emilie Davis’s pocket diaries, Elizabeth Keckley’s Behind the Scenes, and Louisa 
May Alcott’s Hospital Sketches. In all of these primary texts, the authors position 
themselves in temporal relationships with progress-narratives, which helps us understand 
the interrelationship between their experiences of time and of their racial identities. 
Ultimately, my dissertation demonstrates that for these women writers, identity is formed 
through a dialectical process––throughout their autobiographies, the authors negotiate their 
embodied experiences with imposed racial identities. Narratives of temporality both anchor 
subjects to their cultural moment and occasionally unmoor them, allowing for the fluid 
process of identity formation to ebb and flow in these texts. My work offers a perspective 
on women's autobiography that draws together the temporality inherent to memory, while 
tethering these abstract concepts to lived experience of racial difference. 
 
Methodology: Memory, Race, and Autobiography  
American Mnemonic takes cultural memory as both a critical lens and as an object 
of analysis; this approach considers individual and collective memory, the relationship 
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between memory and history, and the process of identity formation. French philosopher 
and sociologist Maurice Halbwachs published On Collective Memory in parts in 1942 and 
1951, which became the foundation for memory studies today. Halbwachs takes the 
psychological concept of individual memory/remembering and extends it to the 
social/cultural realm. He draws a fundamental connection between memory and the 
framework of language, suggesting that memory is limited by how one is able to articulate 
it. Building on Halbwachs’s important work, in 1989 Pierre Nora writes “Between Memory 
and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire,” defining the relationship between memory––in the 
ancient sense of the word, signifying collective remembrance which sustains cultural 
meaning––and history––meaning not the events as they happened, but history as 
documented and recorded. Nora defines this relationship as a violent one, saying, “there 
are lieux de mémoire, sites of memory, because there are no longer milieux de mémoire, 
real environments of memory” (7). When collective remembrance is no longer necessary 
because of the introduction of documented history, lieux de mémoire generate around sites 
that are imbued, by documented history, with memorial significance. These sites take the 
place of memory, in the ancient sense of the word, because they do not have to be upheld 
in collective memory through tradition and ritual. Nora sees this phenomenon as history 
eradicating memory by sanitizing and institutionalizing it.  
While Nora defines history as the enemy of memory, Paul Ricoeur, who takes a 
somewhat different approach in Memory, History, Forgetting (2004), helps to reconcile 
and complicate the relationship between these forces, by examining how memory becomes 
history through documentation. This process does not necessarily eliminate memory, but 
is a dialogical system by which history and memory make each other. Ricoeur’s work 
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makes the study of memory useful to and compatible with the study of literature. By 
developing the relationship between memory and history, Ricoeur enables us to read 
memory articulated in written language so that we may analyze literature as recorded 
memory. 
Halbwachs asserts that memory is essential to individual and collective identity; 
one cannot know oneself without memory, but memory is not simply individual. By 
building on Halbwachs’ assertion of the relationship between memory and identity, 
Ricoeur illuminates how identity is formed through individual and collective memory as 
both a psychological and a social process. This process is complex, and it is important that 
we do not analyze categories of identity as given or absolute. For example, I will not argue 
that because Elizabeth Keckley lived as a slave, her experience was X. Rather, I am 
interested in the process of constructing and negotiating one’s identity. I see this process 
as twofold. In one sense, identity can be imposed by power structures. For example, one’s 
identity as a slave is imposed by a system of slavery that restricts and governs one’s social 
mobility and even frames one’s self-knowledge. However, identity is also experienced on 
an individual level; one’s life experience, however framed or limited by imposed identities, 
has the power to “push back” on those identities or complicate one’s self-knowledge. One 
might have the imposed identity of “slave,” but individual experience may rupture those 
categories, such as an experience of autonomy or self-possession. For example, Elizabeth 
Keckley explains that even though her son was born into slavery, he also has white 
parentage, which she suggests complicates his position in the world. Therefore, identity is 
a negotiation between individual experience and collective identification. 
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Because, as explained above, memory and identity are intertwined, my work on the 
Civil War and memory hinges on a study of racial identity. Critical race theory defines race 
as a socially constructed system by which power structures identify groups and individuals 
(Delgado 3). Racial identity is a complex negotiation of identity imposed by collective 
power structures and one’s own understanding of one’s race. Understanding how someone 
remembers their own life experience, which memory studies will tell us is also a social and 
collective process, speaks to how racial identity is constructed. We need a study of memory 
to understand how racial identities formed and changed during and after the Civil War. The 
war changed the racial dynamics of the nation––by changing the distinctions between 
“black” and “white,” “free” and “slave,” the system of negotiating imposed identities 
changed. Additionally, individual experiences of the events of the Civil War––such as 
emancipation, soldiering, nursing, physical and psychological trauma––influence how 
these writers negotiated their individual experience of racial identity with shifting 
collective identities. 
Before I further discuss critical race theorists, allow me to make clear what I mean 
by “race.” In this dissertation, I am discussing authors who identify or are identified as 
white or black. This dichotomy provides a limited view of race in America, but I argue that 
the cultural narratives about race around the Civil War support this black/white binary. 
Whiteness was constructed as both pure and neutral; blackness was constructed as the 
Other, the foil which made whiteness possible. I am especially interested in the process by 
which whiteness and blackness, as collective identities, became internalized by these 
individual authors. However, I also consider the impact of the authors’ gender and class 
positions as they intersect and influence their experiences. My analysis of identity 
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formation will take into account all of these aspects, as each author and text provides its 
own perspective.  
The following texts are a representative (not an exhaustive) list of works on racial 
identity formation in the 19th century that are foundational for my project. These works 
demonstrate how blackness and whiteness were formed as cultural ideas, and what role 
class and gender played in making these collective identities.2 Saidiya Hartman’s Scenes 
of Subjection: Terror, Slavery, and Self-Making in Nineteenth-Century America (1997) 
illustrates how blackness, as an imposed identity, developed in the 19th century based on a 
particular type of subjectivity that originated in chattel slavery. She asserts that slaves were 
not necessarily denied subjectivity, but that they were assigned a particular kind of 
subjectivity by white people in power that made it possible for white people to enslave 
them or to mistreat them, even in the north. For example, one type of black subjectivity 
that Hartman discusses is the notion that Africans were naturally more dependent than 
Anglo people, thereby justifying and romanticizing the practice of slavery. This work, 
which helps to flesh out the notion of blackness as it functioned in the 19th century, is vital 
for my analysis of how those narratives of blackness were remembered and internalized by 
the authors I discuss. 
																																																						
2 In addition to the intersections of race and class, Michele Mitchell’s Righteous Propagation: African 
Americans and the Politics of Racial Destiny after Reconstruction (2004) looks at racial uplift––the process 
of social mobility for African Americans after emancipation––and the ways it became gendered after 
reconstruction. The primary texts she investigates range from novels to conduct manuals to dolls; she finds 
that many of these texts and artifacts were produced by “elite” black leaders for upcoming black families for 
the purpose of uplifting the race. This work speaks to both Keckley's and Davis’s writings because of the 
class privilege both of these women enjoyed in their communities. Here we see the important intersection 
between racial identity, gender, and class. Any study of racial identity is made more complex by an 
intersectional approach; my project does not ignore the intersections of gender, class, and race, but takes up 
the moments when these narratives overlap, like in Keckley’s narrative, which navigates shifting racial, 
gender, and class dynamics as an ex-slave black female entrepreneur among the elite. 
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Additionally, David Roediger’s Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the 
American Working Class (1991) employs critical race theory to establish a working notion 
of whiteness that is defined in relationship with blackness. Roediger’s work focuses 
specifically on white working class racial identity in the north. This, in conversation with 
Eric Lott’s classic Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class 
(1993), enables me to analyze not only the racial dynamics in the works which explicitly 
deal with race and the Civil War––like Elizabeth Keckley’s Behind the Scenes––but also 
with white writers who do not explicitly discuss or explore their own racial identities, 
because it illuminates whiteness as a racial category both in terms of imposed identity and 
lived experience. 
When it comes to understanding how individuals negotiate their lived experiences 
with imposed identities, narratives of time can guide our readings. An understanding of 
time and how people conceive of it is essential for discussing memory and identity. Thomas 
Allen, in A Republic in Time (2008), explains how scholars understood the nineteenth 
century as a period when time became standardized, due to innovations such as the clock 
and the expansion of railroads. However, how a person or group experiences time can 
largely depend on the individual and collective identities they inhabit. Allen suggests that 
our understanding of time must always be heterogeneous, not just as a nationalized 
standard. Other formulations of time might include religious time, agrarian time, and deep 
time. In this vein, scholars such as Lloyd Pratt and Daylanne English have specifically 
discussed the African American experience of time.  
For example, in Archives of American Time (2010), Pratt argues that enslaved 
Africans were deprived of time. Regarding the lack of birth-date trope in slave narratives, 
	 12 
he suggests that “to be a slave in this way is to live inhumanly; it is to descend to the level 
of a beast and to live a life untethered” in time (161). He calls this temporal untethering 
“natal alienation,” as slaves were deprived of a sense of genealogy or history (162). 
However, slaves kept time in other ways. Turning to Frederick Douglass’s My Bondage 
and My Freedom, he notes, “in rereading Douglass’s account, we discover ‘slave-mothers’ 
were able to ‘measure the ages of their children by spring time, winter time, harvest time, 
planting time, and the like’” (163). However, he points out that slave narrative writers often 
disavow this type of time keeping because it was an alternative time that was forced upon 
them by the demands of the slave system. Pratt identifies the system of temporal 
deprivation as “Laboring time,” in which slave owners/drivers control the temporal 
experience of slaves and unmoor them from otherwise distinguishable progression or 
rhythm (163). Slave narrative writers often write against this system by insisting on linear 
temporal progress instead of the cyclical, sometimes random, laboring time, which was 
always at the mercy and whim of the slave owners. Daylanne English responds to Pratt by 
taking what she calls a “both/and” approach, suggesting that “African American people 
and African American literature can be seen as occupying at once temporal-aesthetic 
dimensions of alterity and dominant or ‘mainstream’ temporalities and canons” (24). 
English makes clear that reducing black experience of time to the margins is 
oversimplifying.  
Recent works by Jermaine Singleton and Joseph R. Winters continue the 
conversation around racial identity and temporality. Singleton’s Cultural Melancholy: 
Readings of Race, Impossible Mourning, and African American Ritual (2015) riffs on the 
Freudian notions of mourning and melancholy. Previous scholars suggested that black 
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post-slavery cultural trauma could be divided into these two experiences, and that 
mourning was ultimately more productive than melancholy. Singleton and others have 
recently shifted the conversation to include nonpathologized notions of melancholy in 
black art. As opposed to being regressively “stuck” on the trauma of slavery, this 
understanding of melancholy illustrates the specifically black American experience of 
being “always already suspended within the boundary between mourning and melancholia, 
knowing and not knowing” (57). Ultimately, Singleton argues that this melancholy is in 
motion; it is productive in generating collective identity and resistance to racial oppression. 
Winters’s Hope Draped in Black: Race, Melancholy, and the Agony of Progress (2016) 
joins Singleton in revisiting the concept of melancholy and its productiveness for political 
action and collective identity. Winters criticizes narratives of progress in which black 
subjects are encouraged to “move forward” by resisting melancholia. Winters investigates 
texts such as Ellison’s Invisible Man, suggesting that narratives of hope in black literature 
are wrapped up in melancholy, which requires a new language to describe temporality––
one that lies outside conventional notions of progress. Black subjects “move forward” 
when they are in tune with the cyclical motion of melancholia.  
These books are a sample of the important work that scholars written about critical 
race theory and racial temporalities. They are central for my project because they consider 
not only historical conditions, but also identity formation for both individuals and 
collectivities. My approach takes these cultural narratives of race and, with the help of 
memory studies, considers how authors internalized and processed these narratives through 
their own experience. Though each of these scholars are implicating memory when they 
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discuss racial identity, none have explored the process of racial identity formation in 
autobiography, which I believe offers a closer look at the process of self-knowledge. 
Autobiography is especially fertile soil for work on collective memory because it 
provides an intimate view of the process of identity formation. Autobiography is a logical 
subject for analyzing self-knowledge because it speaks to the narration of the self in content 
and form. I use the term “life writing” in order to broaden the category of autobiography 
to include not only monographs but diaries, creative works, and texts that are not strictly 
about the author as a subject. American Mnemonic joins a rich tradition of literary criticism 
on autobiography, such as works by Paul John Eakin and Sidonie Smith. Eakin asserts, in 
Living Autobiographically: How We Create Identity in Narrative (2008), that subjects 
create their identities narratively, which draws an important link between identity 
formation and autobiographical narration. Sidonie Smith theorizes this link in terms of 
performativity, arguing, “the interiority or self that is said to be prior to the 
autobiographical expression or reflection is an effect of autobiographical storytelling” 
(“Performativity” 18). Eakin might add that the self is not only an effect of autobiography, 
but that the very process of self-making is narrative and autobiographical. He theorizes this 
in terms of embodiment by employing neurobiology to implicate the body’s role in 
autobiography. He explains how the brain places itself in a spatial and temporal 
relationship with its environment, and that this relationship is inherently narrative. He then 
suggests that “the body’s story not only serves as a substrate of the identity narratives we 
tell and write, but provides as well important insight into their function and value as maps 
of our lives in time” (Eakin Living 3). Therefore, the embodied experience of imposed and 
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internalized racial identity is implicated in autobiography, and autobiography as a lived 
practice is implicated in any study of identity. 
While many scholars have devoted energy to studying the autobiographies of 
African-American writers3, Crispin Sartwell’s Act Like You Know: African-American 
Autobiography and White Identity (1998) offers a perspective that is particularly useful for 
this dissertation. He examines black autobiography through the lens of white racism, which 
both accounts for his own position as a white man writing about black authors and offers a 
unique perspective on the dynamic of whiteness and blackness in America. Sartwell insists 
that whiteness and blackness are constructed together, against one another, for the purposes 
of upholding white wealth, status, and autonomy. This dynamic is played out in the process 
of self-narration: 
The oppressed person may ‘internalize’ oppression [. . .] making themselves over 
to look like white people: They have internalized white standards, and paid a 
hideous price in self-loathing. But likewise, the oppressor ‘externalizes’ his 
oppression, shunts it away from himself, seeks to release himself from 
responsibility for it. Finally, the oppressor no longer knows what he is or what he 
is doing: he hides himself from himself. (13) 
 
Sartwell’s analysis of the dialogical process of self-understanding and self-making in 
autobiography is essential for my project. While his chapters on the 19th-century focus only 
on slave narratives and W.E.B. DuBois, this autobiographical perspective on these 
particular racial dynamics speaks to my interest in discovering how authors of 
autobiography negotiated their racial identities during and after the Civil War. 
																																																						
3 One example is Joanne Braxton’s Black Women Writing Autobiography: A Tradition within a Tradition 
(1989), in which she argues that conventions of slave narratives are inadequate for understanding works by 
black women like Harriet Jacobs’ and Elizabeth Keckley’s life narratives because they do not take the specific 
struggles of enslaved women into account. 
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 The following chapters serve as case studies for understanding how narratives of 
time impact the process of racial identity formation in autobiographical works. Imposed 
racial identities often come laden with culturally significant temporal markers; for 
example, in several instances in these texts, black people are seen as more "primitive" or 
"backwards." Each of the authors I discuss negotiate these narratives of time with their own 
lived experiences and their own identification with collective racial groups. As a freeborn 
black woman, a formerly enslaved black woman, and a northern white woman, who are all 
living and writing near the capital during the war, Emilie Davis, Elizabeth Keckley, and 
Louisa May Alcott, respectively, have a number of experiences in common. However, each 
of their texts offers a unique perspective on the Civil War, racial identity, and time. 
 
Chapter Summaries 
Chapter two, "the all-absorbing topic': Belonging and Isolation in Emilie Davis’s 
Pocket Diaries," explores the daily diaries of a freeborn black woman, Emilie Davis, in the 
context of Philadelphia’s Seventh Ward, a historically black neighborhood. Davis’s diaries, 
three tiny notebooks for the years 1863–1865, were discovered in a nondescript storage 
box and first published as an annotated volume in 2014. They chronicle her daily life as a 
single young woman who primarily worked as a seamstress in the city and as a domestic 
worker in the country during the summers. I argue that Davis’s positive identification with 
her race is bolstered by her participation in the social life of the Seventh Ward, a politically 
active and radically supportive black community. By contrast, when she is working for 
white families out in the country, her isolation from her neighborhood results in emotional 
distress. When she is stuck in the country, Emilie does not respond to racial injustice with 
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the same anger and energy that she does when she is in the Seventh Ward. Her sense of 
self is centered in her community and the collective memory that keeps the Seventh Ward 
pulsing with black pride and progress. 
Chapter three, “'The Past is Dear': Nostalgia and Temporal Distance in Elizabeth 
Keckley’s Behind the Scenes,” explores the autobiography of dressmaker Elizabeth 
Keckley, who, after she bought her freedom at age 30, moved to Washington D.C. and 
ultimately worked for Mary Todd Lincoln in the White House. This chapter specifically 
explores Keckley’s memories of the south as she narrates them from her position as an 
upwardly mobile free black woman in the north. While some readings of Keckley have 
focused on her efforts at racial assimilation, my analysis illuminates the effect of shifting 
subject positions (e.g., from slave to free) on the process of self-narration, a process that I 
argue demonstrates Keckley’s contributions to the literary tradition of racial justice. By 
reading Keckley’s narrative through her expressions of nostalgia, we can read her 
complicated feelings outside of a conventional linear narrative, which broadens the 
possibilities for understanding Keckley’s place in African American literature. 
Finally, Chapter four, “'A Forward Movement': Louisa May Alcott’s Hospital 
Sketches and the Racialized Temporality of Progress,” analyzes Alcott’s semi-fictionalized 
account of her time serving as a nurse in a war hospital. In this chapter, I argue that Alcott 
uses the geographic and temporal conditions of the war hospital to gain social mobility. 
During the war, many women crossed social boundaries previously drawn around 
appropriate gendered behavior; Alcott’s narrative is an exercise in pushing these 
boundaries. However, I argue that this forward movement for Alcott leads her to cast black 
characters in a regressive light, revealing the racial hierarchy of her progress narrative. 
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Throughout the narrative, she crafts an abolitionist identity for herself as a way of 
demonstrating her progressiveness, but she uses black characters as a foil, writing them 
into a more primitive past. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
"THE ALL-ABSORBING TOPIC": BELONGING AND ISOLATION IN EMILIE 
DAVIS'S POCKET DIARIES 
 
Introduction 
 Emilie Frances Davis was a freeborn black woman whose diaries were published 
in an annotated volume by Judith Giesberg in 2014. Emilie4 lived either by herself or in a 
boarding house in Philadelphia's Seventh Ward, a predominantly black neighborhood. 
Emilie's diaries, of which we have three volumes from years 1863–5, record her daily 
activities. Her entries, which typically begin with a comment on the weather, most often 
discuss her friends, her family, her church, and other notable events in the life of the 
Seventh Ward. Emilie primarily works as a seamstress and does her sewing from home; 
however, for two summers, she takes employment as a domestic servant in the home of a 
white family living in the country. This chapter will examine Emilie's life in two 
environments, the Seventh Ward and the countryside, and will ultimately demonstrate how 
Emilie's experience of racial solidarity in Philadelphia allows her to be more emotionally 
stable and politically vocal than she can be when living in the country, where she 
experiences isolation and restriction due to her status as a black domestic worker.  
 Emilie Davis's diaries tell a story of joy and heartache, pride and exclusion, 
belonging and isolation; they are a snapshot, an intimate view of a portion of the tapestry 
that was her life. Though she mentions persons and events that remain gigantic in our 
																																																						
4 In both Giesberg's edition of the diaries and Whitehead's Notes from a Colored Girl, the authors refer to 
Emilie by her first name. I will follow their lead in this chapter, both for consistency and to honor the intimacy 
inherent in reading and researching diaries. 
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cultural memory, such as Frederick Douglass, the Emancipation Proclamation, and the 
assassination of Lincoln, what is remarkable about her diaries is not that she lived in 
proximity to these monuments, to which we lend so much significance. Rather, it is that 
she lived, and that we may read her diaries, not as a mine of interesting "nuggets" of 
historical information, but as a living, daily record of her life. In this way, we can see and 
experience how the broader, national narratives about time and about blackness were a part 
of her daily environment, and how she internalized, responded to, and shaped these 
narratives herself. 
When Emilie is working in the country for the Wister family in 1864, she describes 
a conversation she had with Mrs. Wister which illuminates the racial divide between the 
two women. She notes, "This morning I had a talk with mrs about the all absorbing topic" 
(112).5 Emilie does not explicitly indicate what the "all absorbing topic" is, or offer context 
for this conversation. However, just a few years earlier, during a speech in New Haven, 
Connecticut, Abraham Lincoln claims, "For, whether we will it or not, the question of 
Slavery is the question, the all-absorbing topic of the day" (14). It is possible, and even 
likely, that Mrs. Wister and Emilie may have discussed slavery, given that the war was still 
raging on in the summer of 1864. The fact that Emilie uses a euphemism may indicate that 
her comment is tongue-in-cheek; this rare instance of irony in the diary reveals the tension 
between Emilie and Mrs. Wister's experience of slavery and the war.  
 The moment between Emilie and Mrs. Wister is rich with implications about the 
racial dynamics between these women, who occupy vastly different social positions. Emilie 
																																																						
5 Throughout this chapter I will retain Emilie’s original spellings, as they have been recorded in Giesberg’s 
edition. The spellings and abbreviations characterize Emilie’s writing style, and they also reflect the personal, 
informal nature of diary writing. 
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is a young black woman, living temporarily outside of her typical community, working as 
a domestic servant for Mrs. Wister, who is white, wealthy, and occupying a space in which 
she has more social control. Their personal relationships to the topic of slavery are 
fundamentally different––though Emilie had never been enslaved, it is likely that her father 
was either enslaved or indentured before he emigrated to Pennsylvania from Maryland 
(Giesberg 6). Furthermore, the racialized arguments for slavery that circulated in the 
political arena would have impacted Emilie's life on a daily basis, both psychologically and 
socially, as they fueled racial bigotry and violence against all blacks, free and unfree. Mrs. 
Wister would have no such personal relationship to the topic of slavery; her degrees of 
removal from enslavement are numerous, especially compared to Emilie’s. According to a 
family history written by Milton Rubincam, many Wister men served in the Union army, 
so it is likely that Mrs. Wister was sympathetic to abolitionism, though of course we cannot 
be sure (152). However, her sympathy is abstract, in that it is an idea, not a lived, embodied 
experience. So even if Emilie and Mrs. Wister held a similar opinion on the topic of slavery, 
which we do not know from Emilie's recording, their perspectives would be so disparate 
as to make even their potential agreement tenuous. 
 When Lincoln called slavery the "all-absorbing topic," he spoke to the fact that the 
existence of chattel slavery in the United States was so volatile a practice that it was capable 
of starting a war, rending the nation in two. Confederates felt so strongly about preserving 
slavery that they were willing to secede; radical abolitionists such as John Brown were 
willing to kill and die to catalyze slavery's end; enslaved, freeborn, and freed black people 
across the nation risked and lost their lives to reveal its brutal reality. However, though the 
topic no doubt absorbed the minds of citizens, north and south, it "absorbed" black life in 
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a particular way. The slavery debate was not just a topic of conversation that spread across 
the nation; it wielded impact for all black people, whether enslaved or free, as a site of 
cultural trauma.  
 While Giesberg's edition, titled Emilie Davis's Civil War, is framed by an 
introduction that situates the diaries in the context of the war, I take a different approach. 
Giesberg observes how the text “allows us to see how the Civil War was lived as part of 
everyday life, folded between Emilie’s sewing and her attendance at church and school, 
shopping and socializing, worrying and rejoicing" (5). I explore how Emilie’s experience 
of her racial identity is also “folded between” her daily recordings. My approach differs 
from Giesberg’s in that I am investigating Emilie’s diaries for their own sake. I am less 
concerned with seeing Emilie's diaries as a marker of something "bigger" going on (ie: the 
war) and more interested in understanding how she internalizes the seismic shifts in racial 
dynamics that are happening around her as she moves from urban to rural space and back. 
The environments that Emilie inhabits evidence white supremacy in different ways, which 
become clear throughout her diaries. I argue that Emilie experiences a sense of belonging 
in the Seventh Ward due to her own active participation in the community and her 
connection to the collective identity of her black neighborhood, which results in a 
consistent, reliable temporal rhythm in her diary. In this community, Emilie's experience 
of the "all absorbing topic" is drastically different than what she experiences in the country, 
when she is surrounded by white people. By contrast, in the countryside, Emilie is subject 
to physical and emotional isolation, which results in passages of distress and patterns of 
temporal disruption in her diary. 
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The dichotomy of solidarity in the city and oppression in the country is not unique 
to Emilie’s diaries. Raymond Williams notably challenges traditional narratives about the 
pastoral countryside and morally impure city in The Country and The City (1973). African 
American literary tradition is rich with narratives about the city as a space for liberation 
from the particular cruelties of the countryside. Yoshinobu Hakutani and Robert Butler 
follow this tradition in The City in African American Literature (1995), in which they 
explain that texts by black authors, such as Frederick Douglass’ Narrative, push back 
against the idyllic, pastoral conception of the country by demonstrating how rural spaces 
were zones of enslavement, even after emancipation, due to exploitative sharecropping and 
Jim Crow. By contrast, the city, though imperfect, has served as a symbol of mobility, 
solidarity, and freedom in African American literature and culture. In the following 
sections, I will explore how Emilie, in both the city and the country, records her experiences 
of her social and spiritual life, as they intersect to form these disparate patterns of belonging 
and isolation, as responses to the all-encompassing presence of white supremacy. 
 
A Brief History of the Seventh Ward and Collective Identity 
 Historically speaking, the Seventh Ward neighborhood was built on afro-centric 
communal resistance to the restriction of black progress in Philadelphia. In 1787, Richard 
Allen and Absalom Jones, both ministers and formerly enslaved, founded the Free African 
Society (FAS) in Philadelphia. The FAS functioned as a mutual aid society, to promote 
“moral values of thrift and piety, temperance, charity, neighborliness, faithfulness, and 
respect for authority” among the black people of Philadelphia (Winch 36). The FAS also 
became the foundation for independent black churches in Philadelphia; for example, Allen 
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was a Methodist minister but was unable to participate fully as a black man, so in 1794 he 
founded the African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church, which was closely associated 
with the FAS. As an organization by and for black people, the FAS was the first of its kind 
in Philadelphia, and it set a precedent for the reciprocal relationship between black 
churches and mutual aid societies in black communities. C. Eric Lincoln and Lawrence H. 
Mamiya's sociological study, The Black Church in the African American Experience 
(1990), explains that this relationship "yielded two organizational patterns: sometimes 
black churches grew out of such societies and at other times churches helped to establish 
mutual aid groups for their members" (116). Therefore, any discussion of black churches 
in Philadelphia must acknowledge the broader social support these churches offered, and 
we must place black organizations, even secular ones, in a network of mutual aid with 
black churches. These mutual aid societies and churches, which were predominantly 
founded in urban areas such as Philadelphia, were among the first organizations created by 
black people, for the benefit of their black communities (Lincoln and Mamiya 115-6). 
Given that free black people were dispossessed and disenfranchised by other government 
and private entities, these black organizations were often their only sources of emotional, 
social, and even financial support. Lincoln and Mamiya trace the economic impact of black 
churches back to enslaved communities: 
Du Bois concluded that any study of 'economic cooperation among Negroes must 
begin with the Church group.' He was referring to the founding and establishment 
of black churches during the period of slavery and in the aftermath of the Civil War. 
Black church members literally pooled their pennies and meager resources to buy 
land to erect church buildings in both the North and the South. (244) 
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After the establishment of these churches, which often served as meeting-places for aid 
societies and benevolent fraternities, members continued to pitch in to benefit one another, 
in the tradition of earlier churches founded under enslavement.  
 The AME church, founded by Richard Allen, was also the locus of the first major 
black publication, The Christian Recorder. This newspaper, first published in 1852, was 
not just a newsletter for church members; it functioned as a vital source of information, 
institutional memory, and community-building (Williams, The Christian Recorder). 
Giesberg's edition of Emilie Davis's diaries includes many footnotes referencing The 
Christian Recorder; though Emilie does not write about the newspaper in her diary, the 
Recorder was a common space for important community announcements and news. 
Giesberg writes about various publications by the Recorder, which include columns on 
"meetings and demonstrations," the "Annual Report of the Managers of the Institute for 
Colored Youth," church directories, and marriage announcements of Emilie's friends (17-
21). The Recorder featured stories and events that pertained to the whole black 
Philadelphian community, not just those who attended AME churches. Black churches, 
such as Mother Bethel AME and Emilie's church, Seventh Street Presbyterian, were more 
than houses of worship––they were the nucleus of the black community. 
 Though the Civil War was a tumultuous time for the entire nation, the years leading 
up to it were especially tense for black residents of Philadelphia. While Philadelphia was 
an early hub of black success, as home to the FAS and a growing free black community of 
tradesmen and families at the turn of the 19th century, by the 1850s the racial dynamics of 
the city had soured. Samuel Otter's Philadelphia Stories (2010) explores this shift, calling 
the situation of racial uplift in Philadelphia a “pattern of regressive advance” (264). Otter 
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quotes black doctor and abolitionist James McCune Smith, who wrote about the plight of 
black Philadelphia during this time, saying that Smith characterized the feeling among 
black people as one of "despair," compared with the "holy expectation" and "beatific joy" 
they had experienced during the height of the anti-slavery movement of the 1830s (222). 
Otter claims that by the late 1850s, "with intolerance and slavery ascendant and progress 
arrested, blacks alone must work to compel the recognition of shared humanity” (222). 
Though white benefactors are a common theme in early African American literature and 
history, many of the organizations that Emilie writes about are ones that were founded and 
funded by black people themselves.  
 We see the "blacks alone" principle at work in many of the institutions that grew 
during this period, such as the Benjamin Banneker Literary Institute. The Banneker 
Institute was a society founded in 1854 by a group of black men to promote the literary 
endeavors of upwardly mobile young men in the community (Lapansky 83). Emilie 
mentions attending events hosted by the Banneker Institute throughout her diaries. Though 
Emilie's school, the Institute for Colored Youth, which was funded by white Quaker 
Richard Humphries, opened in 1852 on Lombard Street in the Seventh Ward, Humphries 
originally provided for the money in his will in 1829, while the anti-slavery movement was 
strong. Though black Philadelphians no doubt had white allies, racial tension had only 
intensified in the years between 1830 and 1850; Otter claims that this was a period "in 
which African Americans struggled to advance and their status was undermined, in which 
investments led to the accrual, not of interest, but of enmity” (223). Given that this was the 
social and political climate of the city, it is clear why black churches and social 
organizations were fundamental to the vitality of the black community in Philadelphia. 
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That these institutions flourished in times of violent oppression is a testament to their 
resilience and to the hard work and commitment of the black members.  
Emilie's experience of her blackness is rooted in the collective identity of the black 
community of the Seventh Ward. Collective identity is a complex social process that is 
often formed through cultural trauma. Jeffery C. Alexander explains the connection 
between trauma and identity, suggesting that groups identify a source of their shared 
suffering and generate solidary relationships around that trauma, therefore creating a 
collective identity that transforms over time, based on the group’s identification with the 
cultural trauma (1). In the case of black Philadelphians, cultural trauma is rooted in slavery 
and the widespread system of racial violence it institutes. Even though many free black 
citizens in the north had never been enslaved, slavery as a site of cultural trauma impacts 
black identity broadly. As Ron Eyerman explains, 
The trauma in question is slavery, not as institution or even experience, but as 
collective memory, a form of remembrance that grounded the identity-formation of 
a people [. . .] The trauma of forced servitude and of nearly complete subordination 
to the will and whims of another was thus not necessarily something directly 
experienced by many of the subjects of this study, but came to be central to their 
attempts to forge a collective identity out of its remembrance. In this sense, slavery 
was traumatic in retrospect, and formed a 'primal scene' that could, potentially, 
unite all 'African Americans' in the United States, whether or not they had 
themselves been slaves. (60) 
 
The free black community of the Seventh Ward, whose roots reach back to the early 
national period, built a common understanding of the cultural trauma of slavery and formed 
solidary relationships over the course of generations. This network of relationships, history, 
and memory constitute a collective identity. Emilie's connection to the Seventh Ward is 
therefore not just about geography or familiarity; her neighborhood, comprised of both 
persons and memories, is a fundamental component of her identity as a black woman. 
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 The following section explores life in the Seventh Ward through Emilie's daily 
recordings. When I mention Emilie's "community," I am referring to the Seventh Ward as 
a geographic zone, a social network, a politically active group, and above all, the people 
Emilie cares for and connects with, through their shared daily experiences and shared 
cultural history. It is in this community that Emilie begins her diary on January 1, 1863, 
the day the Emancipation Proclamation was issued. 
 
“the right spirit”: Community and Belonging in the Seventh Ward 
Emilie's life in the Seventh Ward is characterized by consistency and personal 
connection. Her diaries are like a web; each day she writes about some event or person that 
connects her with the community, whether it be social calls, church services, or a special 
concert. Emilie's church, Seventh Street Presbyterian, is the spiritual, social, and political 
center of her life in the community. In addition to attending weekly on Sundays, she 
typically attends a Tuesday night bible study meeting and often participates in special 
events hosted by the church. The other important social aspects that comprise Emilie's daily 
life, such as visiting with friends, attending school, and working with the Ladies Union 
Association (LUA),6 all intertwine and overlap with her involvement in the church. Though 
																																																						
6 In July 1863, the Ladies Union Association was formed "for the purpose of holding a Fair in aid of Sick 
and Wounded Soldiers," and finding that they were successful, decided to continue the association to benefit 
black soldiers and later, freedmen ("Ladies Union Association"). It is unclear exactly when Emilie joined the 
association, but she did become an active member and helped to raise money (Giesberg 190-1). In March 
1864, the LUA reprised their fair, which Emilie notes attending on three separate days, and records rainy 
weather on the three days she did not attend (94). The following year, Emilie comments again on the 
importance of the fair: "this is a busy day the fair comences today i have bin working hard all the afternoon 
at the fair in the evening" (162). Even though she describes how busy her work-day was, Emilie makes it 
down to the fair in the evening. Shortly thereafter, Emilie makes a note of the LUA's annual meeting, where 
she writes, "we elected our old President changed three of our offerces" (171). Though Emilie is not listed 
among the members of the LUA's first annual report in 1863, she seems to have joined shortly after. In 
December 1865, Emilie records, "we have a Donation Party for the freedmen to Day at the school" (190). As 
the tides of the war changed, the LUA responded to new needs by not only supporting soldiers of the local 
USCT regiments, but also sending clothes to freedmen down south. 
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Emilie expresses a sense of reliability and belonging in her life in Philadelphia, the "all-
absorbing" presence of white supremacy punctuates her contentment. However, due to the 
network of support Emilie is surrounded by in the Seventh Ward on a daily basis, she 
responds to injustice with a righteous anger and a sense of responsibility to her neighbors. 
 Emilie's diaries are preserved in three small datebook-style notebooks––one for 
each year, 1863–1865. She might have kept the diary in her "pocket," which was a small 
purse that could be tied to a dress. Though of course it is impossible to be sure, it is very 
unlikely that Emilie would ever have expected her diaries to be published or even read by 
anyone beside herself. In addition to the unlikelihood of an ordinary free black woman 
publishing her daily diary, the form of Emilie's diary indicates that she was primarily 
writing for herself, not for an external audience. Philippe Lejeune has written at length on 
the subject of diaries and how they differ from other forms of autobiography. Lejeune 
suggests that diary writing "acts as a mnemonic sign for the person writing, ‘that way I’ll 
remember’––but remember something other than what is written about" (170). Emilie's 
diaries are full of moments such as these; for example, she references events, people, and 
places, without explaining or giving context. While other composed narratives refer back 
to "earlier" events or people for the benefit of the reader, a diary does not; the internal 
memory of a diary is connected to the diarist herself. 
 Another unique component of diary writing, according to Lejeune, is its 
repetitiveness. In Emilie's diaries, we see this feature as she begins every entry with a 
statement about the weather. If we view her diaries from a slightly wider scope, looking at 
the way weeks unfold, we see that she mentions some of the same events, such as church 
meetings and guitar lessons, nearly every week, with very little variation. While we may 
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characterize these repetitions as redundant, Lejeune writes, “The diary itself may well be a 
narrative, but first and foremost it is a piece of music, meaning an art of repetition and 
variation” (180). If we view Emilie's repetitions as a cadence and pay attention to moments 
when the pattern changes, we can gather meaning not only from the content, but also the 
form. Thus, we are able to view Emilie's life not as a narrative constructed after the fact, 
but as a living document, always attached to the present moment. 
 Emilie's experience as a member of the Seventh Ward community is communicated 
through her diary in terms of consistency, reliability, and positive identification with the 
group––she keeps a regular schedule of events, often with the same social group, for whom 
she expresses affection and trust. These elements––her schedule, her friends, her 
participation in the community––are all functions of her experience of time. The 
repetitiveness of her diary works as a rhythm that bolsters her own sense of identity, which 
is tied to her community, where to be black is to be working for your own success and the 
success of your people. This temporal rhythm marks the importance of black community 
and solidarity for Emilie's emotional health, particularly in offering a support system 
through which to encounter the "all-absorbing topic" of slavery.  
As mentioned previously, time has been a powerful tool for racial subjugation––it 
was an integral component of the system of slavery, as masters controlled the time of the 
people they enslaved, just as they controlled their bodies. For Emilie Davis, a young free 
black woman who lived a rather ordinary life, alongside other young women much like 
herself, narratives of time and progress may not have been at the forefront of her daily 
thoughts. However, her experience of time, particularly how much consistency and control 
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she maintains over her time in the city, is "folded between" remembrances of rainy days, 
summer fairs, church meetings, and evenings spent with friends.  
 Emilie's commitment to her community is evident in how regularly she attends 
meetings, some of which she attributes to particular organizations, such as the LUA or her 
church. Many of the meetings Emilie discusses demonstrate the close relationship between 
her social and political life. For example, Emilie anticipates the following party: "we are 
to have a grand donation Party on new years eve to meet at the hall and Proceed to mr. 
gibbses house" (138). The "we" that Emilie employs here probably refers to her church 
congregation, as it was common for her church and many other black churches to host 
"watch night" parties on New Years Eve.7 Mr. Gibbs was Emilie's pastor, for whom she 
expresses love and respect throughout her diary. While Emilie often spends time with other 
friends her age, these meetings are opportunities for her to connect with older, more 
established black men and women in the community.  
 It is often through these meetings that Emilie connects with the current collective 
feeling of the community. Almost every Tuesday Emilie attends a bible study meeting, but 
on one particular day, she mentions the general feeling of her social group: "was at meeting 
at aunt Nancys excellent Meeting everyone seemed in the right spirit after meeting" (135). 
This entry takes place during an emotionally tense week, following the Presidential election 
when Emilie records racially-motivated riots in the city. It is possible that people may have 
been out of sorts or anxious and that Emilie felt not only her own worries, but the concerns 
of the group, were weighing down the tone of her social interactions. She comments on the 
																																																						
7 In anticipation of the Emancipation Proclamation on December 31, 1862, churches met to pray and 
celebrate; this tradition continued in years following, and Emilie mentions attending her church's "watch 
night" meeting for the 1865/1866 New Year (Giesberg 193). 
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healing nature of a ritual meeting like this one––hosted at a respected community member's 
home, for the purpose of encouraging fellowship and faith among people who share not 
only racial and social status but who walk the same streets daily. Tuesday night meetings 
are important to Emilie; she misses them when she is out of town. This entry makes clear 
that these meetings build the sort of community that helps Emilie thrive. 
 Though Emilie is most intimately familiar with the war as it affects her community 
and family, she joins in the collective celebration (and worry) of the anti-slavery movement 
more broadly. Emilie's 1863 diary opens, on January 1st, with "To day has bin a memorable 
day and i thank god i have bin sperd to see it the day was religously observed all the 
churches were open we had quite a Jubilee in the evenin" (see figure 2). Emilie is speaking 
of the Emancipation Proclamation, which became official on this day. She identifies 
personally with the event and also takes part in the community jubilee, which is at its core 
a celebration of blackness. Emilie’s emphasis on this event and its relevance to her 
community speaks to the impact of the issue of slavery on all black citizens, including 
those living free in the north. Similarly, when Maryland adopts a new state constitution 
that outlaws slavery, black Philadelphians celebrate. On this day Emilie notes, "to day is a 
holliaday with most every one the Colored soldiers are in and everything seemes cherful" 
(128). Upon the news of Maryland's new constitution, folks in Emilie's neighborhood plan 
a celebration. Emilie attends this celebration, writing that "it certainly was a grand afair the 
singing and speaking was excellent" (133).8 She speaks of not only her own feelings of 
happiness, but the general tone of joy and relief expressed by her community. 
 
																																																						
8 Giesberg adds, "The Recorder noted that on Wednesday, December 7, a 'large portion of our colored citizens 
assembled in National Hall,' located on Market Street, to celebrate emancipation in Maryland" (133). 
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Figure 2. Emilie's Diary, January 1863, Katherine Waddell, 2018. Courtesy of the Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania. 
 
 Emilie's social circle extends beyond her group of peers; through her participation 
in local events, she maintains her connection to the broader black community living in the 
Seventh Ward. Emilie writes often of attending lectures and concerts hosted by black 
organizations in Philadelphia, such as the Institute for Colored Youth (ICY) and the 
Banneker Institute. For example, in three years, Emilie attended four lectures by Frederick 
Douglass.9 In addition to these educational and political lectures, Emilie regularly attends 
concerts hosted by similar organizations for entertainment and cultural enrichment; some 
of these function as benefits for societies she participates in. One such enriching concert 
was by singer Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, known as "The Black Swan." Giesberg writes 
that "Greenfield was most well known for her classical repertoire and was celebrated by 
abolitionists" and that she often performed at political gatherings (102-3). This type of 
																																																						
9 The first two lectures that she records were hosted by the ICY; the third and fourth were sponsored by the 
American Anti-Slavery Society, and the Social, Civil, and Statistical Association of the Colored People of 
Pennsylvania, respectively. Topics of these lectures included the war, abolitionism, and the social and civil 
status of black Americans. 
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artistic expression, employed for the political purposes of abolitionists and those who 
fought for black civil rights, serves as a complement to the lectures and political rallies that 
Emilie also attended. Giesberg quotes, "The Recorder called the concert 'a perfect success' 
and professed the sentiment that 'a repetition would, no doubt, do much to create a healthy 
state of musical knowledge among our people'" (139). Established and respected 
organizations such as the Banneker Institute and the Christian Recorder worked together 
to promote the cultural enrichment and success of the black community of Philadelphia, 
and these events are important markers of Emilie's identification that community. 
 Emilie sometimes writes "we" when discussing her attendance of these lectures, 
indicating that these were social events that she participated in with her friend group. There 
are even moments when she records that though she was unable to attend a lecture, one of 
her friends did. When the Reverend James Sella Martin lectured, she writes, "i expected to 
go but was disappointed," and she continues that Vincent and Nell were unable to attend 
as well (142). She also notices the level of attendance, for example, "the grand celebration 
of the union league came off last night very well attended" (150). Emilie's diary is therefore 
not just a ledger of her own doings, but is a record of the social vitality of her community.  
 Though these concerts and lectures were a source of enjoyment for Emilie and her 
friends, these spaces were also occasionally sites of racial conflict. Emilie writes that she 
and her friend Julia attended a concert by "blind Tom" (178).10 Though Emilie claims that 
she was "much Pleased with the preformance," she ends this entry, "excepting we had to 
sit up stairs wich made me furious" (178). This performance took place at the Concert Hall, 
																																																						
10 Thomas Wiggins, known as "Blind Tom," was a young former slave and singer who was well-known for 
playing two different songs on two pianos at the same time. Wiggins "frustrated critics" by maintaining a 
close relationship with his former master, who served as his manager (Giesberg 178). 
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where Emilie had seen Frederick Douglass and Frances Ellen Watkins Harper speak, but 
in this case, the event was not sponsored by a black organization. Because Emilie often 
moves in spaces that are built specifically for black people, that function primarily for black 
support and success, she seems acutely aware of when she is subjected to demeaning 
circumstances, such as whites-only seating at this concert. Emilie does not often speak of 
specific injustices that she experiences in her daily life, nor does she often speak with such 
anger. Emilie’s response to this injustice stands out in her diary, and it demonstrates the 
level of confidence and comfort that she feels when attending events hosted by black 
organizations, as opposed to white-sponsored events. Perhaps because Emilie has her 
dignity affirmed daily by people and institutions in her community, she is especially vocal 
about her outrage at the injustice she experiences elsewhere in the city. The "all-absorbing" 
presence of white supremacy is, of course, always evident in Emilie's life; however, living 
in a community where her blackness is consistently supported and celebrated enables 
Emilie to move more freely within this paradigm, because she can navigate her world 
through a network of black support. 
 Emilie recognizes racial violence on a broader scale as well. She writes, "The riot 
in New York comenced on Monday the 13th contued over five days the Colored People 
suffrd most from the mob" (79). Here Emilie refers to draft-related riots in New York City 
that resulted in the deaths of more than one hundred people, mostly black (Giesberg 79). 
Even though this riot took place in New York City, and did not immediately impact 
Philadelphia, it made a serious enough impression on Emilie to include in her diary. It is 
possible that Emilie worried that similar riots might happen in Philadelphia, since riots 
were not uncommon. Giesberg suggests that "Philadelphia avoided the serious draft 
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resistance that New York experienced, largely because, one suspects, the city took on the 
appearance of a military camp, with so many troops making their way to and from 
Washington" (79). However, Emilie takes note of the tone of excitement and anxiety that 
the Philadelphia draft causes among the people in her community.  
 Emilie also records when there are riots in her neighborhood. For the first riot she 
mentions, she does not offer a cause; she simply notes that "there was quite a growing riot 
last night the boyes was in it John and vincent" (104). Ginsberg writes that the cause of this 
riot is unknown. However, shortly after, Emilie writes of another riot and offers an 
explanation: "there was quite a riot down at cleront and lombard this evening between the 
blacks and whites" (163). The riot takes place after Lincoln's reelection; it is possible that 
the first riot, in which her close friends participated, was also racially motivated. Another 
such case of intimidation occurred just before the election, when Emilie says that she could 
not go on her errands because "the streets were to rowdy the Democrats had the rowdy 
Prossion" (128). Ginsberg explains that "Democrats held torchlight rallies in advance of 
the presidential election of 1864 in support of their candidates [. . .] The 'rowdy' Democratic 
rally Emilie described on October 29 turned violent, resulting in the death of James 
Campbell" (128). Riots were a common occurrence during this time, and though Emilie 
seems to feel very comfortable and safe in her neighborhood, her streets were not immune 
to violence and intimidation. 
 Though Emilie records these moments of racial injustice, I do not believe we should 
read them solely as instances of oppression and subjugation, but also as vocalizations of 
her racial awareness. Emilie’s self-identification with her racial group and her willingness 
to speak against injustice are bolstered by the network of support she experiences in the 
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Seventh Ward. She seems to be fulfilled by her work, her spiritual life, and her social life. 
One of the major consistent threads throughout Emilie's diaries are her friendships. She 
writes of her friends almost every day; she goes to visit them, receives them at her home, 
attends community events with them, and wanders around town in their company. Her 
social life is lively and filled with joy and mutual support. Like many young women her 
age, Emilie keeps a friendship album, and at one point she mentions, "my album is all most 
full" (99). She records major events in her friends' lives, such as marriages, but also the 
minutiae, such as squabbles between lovers. Emilie's closest and most often mentioned 
friend is Nellie, or Ellen. At one point, Emilie writes that Nellie "seems to be my only 
visiting friend" (42). However, there are moments when Emilie doubts Nellie's 
consistency. On one occasion she writes, "i expected Nellie in the evening but as usal she 
did not come" (92). During this period, there seems to be tension between Emilie and 
Nellie, which happens off and on throughout the diary. As in an earlier case, Emilie writes 
with apparent frustration, "Nellie treated me very shaby yesterday with out a cause" (25). 
However, though Emilie sometimes complains about Nellie, Nellie remains her closest and 
most dear friend. The moments of frustration display the richness and depth of Emilie's 
connection to Nellie. Though Emilie entertains several male suitors throughout the diary, 
she never speaks of any man so often or so lovingly as she does Nellie.   
 In the three years of Emilie's diaries, most of her time is spent living in 
Philadelphia's Seventh Ward. These weeks and months of daily life weave a pattern; 
Emilie's daily participation in her church, with her friends, and in her community are the 
threads that draw her life together. The Civil War was a dangerous time for black people 
living in the north, as we see when Emilie mentions the riots; racial violence is a consistent 
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thread throughout the diaries. Emilie's response to violence is to turn to her community, 
taking stock of the emotional and psychological state of her neighbors and friends. She 
expresses anger and worry when she is faced with injustice, as with her trip to the theater. 
However, it is not until Emilie travels to the country, where she is excluded from her 
community, that we are able to see the contrasting patterns of belonging and isolation, and 
how her experience of the "all absorbing" topic of slavery changes dramatically with her 
environment. 
 
“meeting to myself”: Exclusion and Isolation in the Countryside 
When Emilie is living away from Philadelphia, it becomes clear how deeply 
connected she is to her neighborhood there. The tone of her diary shifts significantly during 
her stays in the country. While living in the city, Emilie does not often comment on her 
emotional state, unless there is some type of stressful event, usually having to do with the 
war. However, while she is in the country, she consistently writes about her negative 
feelings. The countryside environment of physical and social restriction ultimately results 
in Emilie's feelings of isolation. Emilie’s isolation from her community means that her 
experience of the "all absorbing" topic of slavery is different in the country; when she 
makes note of racial injustice or her own racial difference, it is in a more subdued tone, or 
she speaks in a circuitous way that obscures her feelings on the subject. 
As aforementioned, cultural trauma is often the seed for collective identity. 
However, Alexander claims that when social groups refuse to recognize the cultural trauma 
of other groups, they "restrict solidarity, leaving others to suffer alone" (1). I suggest that 
one of the ways white supremacy surfaces in Emilie's diaries is through the ways white 
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people restrict solidarity between black people––whether it is through explicitly racist 
policy such as forcing black people to sit in the balcony at a concert or through subtler 
means, as we see in the interaction between Emilie and Mrs. Wister, who does not appear 
to understand the significance of the "all-absorbing topic" for Emilie's life. Due to Emilie's 
employment as a domestic servant in the country, she is cut off from her community and 
the solidary relationships that bolster her sense of self. This is not a deliberate act on the 
part of Mrs. Wister, but is a result of the ubiquity of white supremacy as a force for limiting 
black freedom and self-actualization. Emilie's diaries, as a living document, show us the 
oppressive, every-day impact of white supremacy and the psychological power of 
collective identity to push back against it. 
Control and restriction of time is an especially insidious method of white 
supremacy. Daylanne English, author of Each Hour Redeem: Time and Justice in African 
American Literature, writes, “In the African American literary tradition, temporality 
functions as a component of citizenship every bit as powerful as geography, with black 
characters often restricted on all three counts: justice, time, and space” (4). As black people 
in Philadelphia labored daily to establish their right to citizenship by working for the 
success of the black community, systemic racism and the white people mired in it attempted 
to turn back the clock on black progress. When isolated from her community, Emilie is 
excluded from the Seventh Ward’s narrative of black excellence and black progress and 
instead is subject to a more regressive time dynamic that more so resembled master/slave 
time (or as Lloyd Pratt has called it, "laboring time"). With the reliability of her daily 
routine upended, Emilie notices time passing (or not passing quickly enough). She marks 
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how time is out of her control and how this makes her feel isolated. The rhythm of her diary 
is disrupted by periods of emotional distress.  
In several instances, Emilie discusses time in terms of a sentence; she writes about 
"her time" as a finite amount of working time that she has agreed to with the family. One 
day she complains about the child she is taking care of, saying, "I have bin so try this day 
with my charge that I am ready to run away before my time is out" (118). That she says 
she is considering running away indicates that leaving of her own volition is not an option. 
This phrase is heavy with implications of enslavement; the state of being subject to 
another’s control of one’s time and body is fundamental to the experience of slavery. 
Though Emilie was never enslaved herself, this is an example of the cultural trauma of 
slavery inflecting her life. Emilie implies the cultural trauma of slavery in a later entry, 
when she writes, "I am waiting patiently for my freedom from Germantown" (122). By 
choosing the phrase "waiting for my freedom," Emilie paints a picture of herself as an 
enslaved worker, as opposed to a free woman contracted for a short period of time. 
"Waiting" indicates that her situation is out of her hands; she does not have control over 
her own time and therefore must be passive and wait for time to pass. "Freedom" implies 
enslavement or at the very least confinement. In fact, Emilie uses this word earlier to 
describe how she feels about her situation: "I am almost out of patience with my situation 
already it is so confining" (110). "Patience" indicates that she is practicing endurance, and 
that she understands that her situation is temporary; however, this feeling does not alleviate 
the sense of confinement that Emilie expresses throughout these passages.  
 It is clear that Emilie feels anxious and depressed while she was in the country, and 
it is worth noting the contrast between her tone in these passages, compared with the rest 
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of her diary. She describes herself as "ansious" to be home on several occasions (61). She 
also expresses her anxiety to come home in terms of time––counting down the minutes that 
she has left in the country. While living in the city, Emilie does not enumerate her time in 
the same way. She discusses her daily doings, typically visiting friends and running 
errands, but she does not comment on the passing of time. In the country, it is as though 
time has become tangible to Emilie; she feels it moving and records her experience of it. 
After about a month, she writes, "i am almost tired of the country [. . .] i feel very ansious 
to be home," and on a following entry, "I only have a few more dayes out here i feel ansious 
to be home there is no Place like home" (61). She explicitly refers to time throughout these 
passages, typically "measuring" or accounting for time. Sometimes she refers to having 
extra time: "It is quite lonesome out here I have plenty time for thought and meditation," 
(108) while at other instances she indicates that she has less time: "I don’t have time to be 
lonesome out here" (109). In the second example, it seems that Emilie is writing this as a 
way of speaking about her work load. Given that she does not typically work as a live-in 
servant in Philadelphia, her work-time and personal time are more distinct when she lives 
in the city. The type of work that Emilie does in the country changes her experience of 
time––she does not have as much control over her time in this type of position.  
 In fact, the type of work Emilie does in the country seems to contribute to her 
feelings of loneliness and despondency. While she works in the country, Emilie's time is 
not her own; in a few cases, she actually attributes the control of time to the women she 
works for. For example, she writes, "I donnot have much idle time mrs wister is shure to 
find something for me as soon as I have finished one piece she has another" (108). The 
nature of her work in the country is different from the sewing that Emilie does for pay in 
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the city in several important ways. When sewing, Emilie can be paid per piece, but while 
she works in the country, she is available for her mistress at all times. In this example, it 
seems that Emilie may be referring to sewing pieces, but unlike in the city, her work is not 
finished whenever she finishes the assignment. Working as a servant in the country 
constricts Emilie's time, and the fact that she is also living far from the Seventh Ward, 
means that she is physically restricted and isolated. 
 One thing that seems to give Emilie peace or help to cure her loneliness in the 
country is her guitar. With relative consistency, Emilie takes guitar lessons from Mr. 
Lively. Though she cannot attend lessons in the country, she brings her guitar with her, and 
it seems to be the only thing she consistently talks about during her personal time. She 
writes, "If I had not my guitar I think I would be very lonesome" (111). Her guitar is a 
physical token that can travel with her to the country that represents her life in Philadelphia. 
Like much else in Emilie's life, her guitar lessons seem to be a social event; her other 
friends also take lessons and she mentions one of her male friends giving her guitar strings. 
If playing her guitar is one way of marking Emilie's alone time or personal time in the 
country, it is interesting to notice how she uses it as a measurement of how little time she 
has to herself. For example, she writes, "I hope I will find time to practice this afternoon;" 
in this case, the phrase "find time" indicates that she will need to seek out a moment to be 
alone so she can practice (110). "Finding time" implies that there is a finite amount of time 
that can be allotted or used. Briefly after that entry, Emilie writes, "I stole a few minutes 
this morning to practice here I have not patience to tune it" (110). In the same vein as 
"finding time," "stealing time" indicates that there is a limited amount of time, but in this 
case, stealing indicates that the time is not hers. That is significant, because on a typical 
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day in Philadelphia, even when she is busy, Emilie never indicates that her time is not her 
own. The restriction of Emilie’s time seems to be both a result of the type of work Emilie 
does in the country (because her time belongs to whichever mistress has employed) and 
the geographic space she is in (because her space is also not her own).   
 Though there are many disruptions in her daily life when she leaves the city to work 
for the summer, her absence from her church seems to have a particularly significant 
impact. It is clear from Emilie's diaries that her church was one of the anchors of her life–
–she attends multiple times a week, speaks highly of the ministers, and is involved with 
any special events associated with the church. For her first few weeks in the country, she 
does not attend church on Sundays and notes her absence. However, once she does attend 
church, her comments are interesting in that they differ from her typical entries about her 
church attendance at home. After her first church attendance when she works for the 
Harrises, she claims that she enjoyed the sermon by the "young white minister that spoke," 
and clarifies, "our party were the only colored people there there was about four of us" 
(58). Given that she attends a black church when she is at home, going to a church where 
she and her few friends are the only non-white attendees would no doubt make an even 
starker contrast to her typical experience. Emilie does not often explicitly self-identify as 
black––moments such as these, when she is in a situation where she appears to feel like 
she is in the minority, are when she chooses to mention her race. Given that she is writing 
in her diary for herself, of course she would not need to explain or describe herself, which 
means that she is not writing this information for the benefit of the reader, to paint a picture 
of the scene, but to indicate that it meant something to her to be among the only black 
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people in that space, and that it was worth mentioning that the preacher was white, as that 
was out of the ordinary for her.  
 Though it seems that Emilie always makes time to attend church while she is at 
home, when she works outside the city, sometimes her work interferes with her church 
attendance. One particular day when she is working for the Wisters, Emilie writes, "I did 
not go to church as I had to stay with the boy," likely meaning the Wister's young son, 
whom Emilie took care of as part of her job (109). Living and working in a white family's 
home meant that she could not get away from her work in the same way as when she did 
sewing, which she could take up and put down at will, "making" her own time. It would 
not have been typical for Emilie to work on a Sunday in the city. She follows this comment 
about taking care of the boy by writing, "how I would liked to go to meeting but I will have 
to have meeting to myself" (109). Even though it is clear that Emilie prefers to worship in 
her own church in Philadelphia, she does have a desire to leave and go to church even in 
the country, and it is such an integral part of the fabric of her life that she feels the need or 
desire to practice it alone, even if she cannot go to church. 
 Church is one of the most regular and reliable facets of Emilie's life that we see 
when reading her diary. It is a consistent thread throughout every single week. If we 
imagine Emilie's life as a tapestry, there would be a significant change in the pattern while 
she lives away from Philadelphia, due to her absence from church. She expresses her desire 
to be home at her own church several times while she is away. One day she writes, "I should 
like to be home tomorrow to go to church it seems so long since i came out here" (59). In 
this case, not only is she expressing a longing to return home so she can worship in her 
own church with her people, but she is using church as a marker of how long she has been 
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away, which at this point was only two weeks. On the first Sunday of the month she writes, 
"how i would like to be in town it is commiun [communion] Sunday" (60). Emilie typically 
notes communion Sunday on the first of every month. In the broader picture of religious 
life in the community, these Sundays stand out as especially sacred times. However, the 
day is not only special because of its religious time but because she spends that time in her 
own church community. She is especially sad to miss church on this day.  
 Emilie's loneliness at missing her church is notable when she is able to visit 
Philadelphia for the weekend and attend her own church again: "I feel so happy to be 
permitted to worship in my own church" (117). Her phrasing here is interesting; she 
expresses her happiness, which is understandable given all the times she expressed longing. 
However, she also uses the phrase "to be permitted," which is significant because when she 
is not working outside the city, she attends her church every Sunday. Even now, when she 
is in town on her own business, she feels that her time is not her own and that she requires 
permission to worship in her own church. When she writes "in my own church," it reflects 
back on her earlier entry when she mentions that she and her friends are the only black 
people in the country church. She is glad to be back with her people, to not be one of the 
only black persons in the church, and to be reconnected with her community. 
 In addition to attending church, visiting with friends is one of the primary ways 
Emilie maintains her social connections with those around her. On a daily basis in 
Philadelphia, Emilie notes which of her friends she saw in a given day. When she is living 
in the country, she is physically and socially cut off from her friends, which results in a 
sizeable disruption in her daily life. Emilie anticipates that her friends miss her while she 
is away; toward the end of her trip she writes, "this is my last week out here i hope Nell is 
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very ansious for me to come home" (63). Nell seems to be Emilie's anchor to her social life 
in Philadelphia, the person that she misses most. There are moments throughout her diaries 
when Emilie sees Nell every single day. When she is in the country, she writes often of 
sending Nell letters and waiting for response. Early on in her time with the Harrises, Emilie 
sends Nell a letter and then writes, "no letter from Nellie what can the matter be" (59). It is 
unclear which day Emilie sends the letter, but once she expects a response, she comments 
on it for the following few days. Eventually, she begins to record her despair and 
frustration: "[August 17] I expect a letter from nellie to day i shall be disappointed if i do 
not get one [18] the day has past i had no letter yet i am still looking for one to day [. . .] 
[19] no letter yet [. . .] [20] no letter yet i think my friends have forsaken me" (57). The 
physical absence of her friends takes an emotional toll on Emilie; she relies on letters to 
stand in for those daily visits that keep her socially connected and buoy her emotions. 
 Though Emilie writes of many of her friends, when she lives in the country, it is 
Nell that seems to occupy her mind the most. Toward the end of her stay in Germantown, 
Emilie writes a long entry over the course of three days about her feelings for Nell: "I miss 
nell I feel lost and unhappy without her [. . .] I must realy write to nell this evening she will 
think all kinds of things [. . .] I wrote a long letter to Nellie how I wish I could feel satisfied 
about some certain things I am living in an uncertain state from time to time [. . .] I do not 
care to go out I feel so lost" (127). She locates her feeling of lostness around Nell and her 
absence from her life. When Nell takes a while to write Emilie back, Emilie despairs that 
Nell has forgotten her; here she takes on her own sense of guilt about needing to reach out 
to Nell and keep in touch. There seems to be an understanding or expectation between them 
that they need to communicate regularly. It is unclear exactly what Emilie wrote in her 
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letter to Nell, or what she is feeling unsatisfied about. But it seems that Nell is either in 
some way the source of Emilie's longing or the receptacle of it, as Emilie’s most intimate 
friend. 
 Visiting her friends is not only a part of Emilie's life in that she feels connected to 
people that are important to her; it is also part of her life that makes up a portion of her 
physical activity and the way she uses her time. After a short time in Germantown, she 
writes, "I have only been out once since I have bin here I miss going down home" (108). 
This comment seems to indicate that Emilie is not leaving the house as much as she does 
in the city, which one might imagine would be physically confining. "Going out" is a daily 
part of Emilie's life; only on days with very bad weather does she stay home all day, and 
on those days, she typically describes having a low mood or a desire to get out of the house. 
When Emilie lives in the country, it is not only the weather but also her job that controls 
her time and prevents her from leaving the house. It may be that she does not leave the 
house, even if she has free time, because she knows fewer people in the country than in the 
city. It is also possible that the house where Emilie works is further away from an urban 
center and therefore not conducive to walking around and visiting. It is also possible that 
given that Emilie is used to roaming her mostly black neighborhood, it might not have been 
as safe for her to walk alone in this other town.  
 When Emilie does venture out into Germantown, she encounters a very different 
environment than her neighborhood in Philadelphia. Church is not the only place where 
Emilie is reminded of her racial difference. One afternoon, she attends a fair where women 
were selling their needlework. Afterwards, she writes, "I saw a perfect deal of handsome 
work but i did not see any done by any colored person there might of bin some things their 
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[there] i did not see" (137). Emilie was no doubt browsing the work with a seamstress's 
eye, perhaps even considering the possibility of bringing her own needlework to such a fair 
one day, and as a member of the LUA, she had helped to organize similar fairs in her own 
community. Ginsberg notes that this fair encompassed 200,000 square feet; it is even more 
notable then that Emilie did not see any work by black women (137). However, Emilie's 
comment here hedges her suggestion that work by women of color was excluded from the 
fair. Her tone is restrained, which reflects her general approach to moving in public spaces 
in the country.  
 With the exception of noting how much work she has to do, Emilie does not often 
write about how she is being treated by her employers. However, at the end of her time 
with the Harrises, she writes, "mrs harris treated me like a lady she said she was sorry she 
had to part with me" (63). Mrs. Harris’ statement seems to please Emilie, though it is 
unclear what she means by being treated like a lady. However, this statement also casts a 
light on Emilie's previous experience with Mrs. Harris, perhaps even implying that Mrs. 
Harris's attitude toward Emilie was disrespectful until this point. Emilie does not often 
speak of how she is treated by white individuals, so it is unclear how this interaction 
compares with her other experience, but the fact that she mentions it indicates that this 
stands out in her experience. If Emilie is being treated as a second-class person by her white 
employers, that would no doubt contribute to her feelings of loneliness and confinement. 
Given that she lives and works in a black neighborhood in Philadelphia, the contrast would 
take an emotional and psychological toll.  
 However, though Emilie describes her isolation as one of the only black people in 
her vicinity, her comments about racial injustice, such as the lack of black women's work 
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at the fair, are not delivered with the same level of indignation that she expresses when 
she's writing from her home in the Seventh Ward. With her time and her physical and social 
mobility restricted, Emilie's experience of her daily life is drastically altered. She does not 
have easy access to the network of black support and success as she does in Philadelphia. 
The contrast between Emilie's diary entries when she is in the city and the country 
illuminate the role her community plays in sustaining her sense of self. Emilie's blackness, 
a central component of how she typically moves about the world, is part of her identity that 
is most enlivened when it is shared with her community.  
 
Conclusion  
 I first encountered Emilie Davis’s diaries at the 2015 Society for the Study of 
American Women Writers (SSAWW) Conference in Philadelphia. Dr. Karsonya “Kaye” 
Whitehead presented on her edition of Emilie’s diaries, Notes from a Colored Girl: The 
Civil War Pocket Diaries of Emilie Frances Davis (2014), on a panel titled “African 
American Women’s Autobiographical Writings.” I was spellbound as I listened to 
Whitehead relay her experience of working with the original documents in the archive and 
discovering who Emilie was. Whitehead relived her journey as she spoke, recalling the 
questions she asked herself about Emilie’s life as she poured over the diaries. She 
mentioned that it was unclear to her what race Emilie belonged to until she read the 
passage, “our party were the only colored people there” (58). At this moment, Whitehead’s 
relationship to Emilie and her diaries changed, and at this moment in her talk, I was riveted. 
That an ordinary black woman kept these diaries during such a volatile time in our history 
and that we may read them today, sparked a fire in me. 
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 After the panel, I thanked Dr. Whitehead and walked from the conference hotel into 
the streets of Philadelphia. I was wandering just blocks from the Seventh Ward, in an old 
and cobblestoned district of the city. I walked to Independence Hall, bustling with school 
children and tourists, and there explored the President’s House on the grounds. Here the 
foundations of the first Presidential mansion stand, turned into a museum exhibit titled The 
President’s House: Freedom and Slavery in the Making of a New Nation. Here, where 
George Washington and John Adams lived, had also lived nine enslaved black people. In 
this house, Washington signed the Fugitive Slave Act of 1793, which devastated the lives 
of enslaved black people and mired the nation even further in the institution of slavery 
(“The President’s House”). The dark irony of these markers and remembrances of 
enslavement in the “City of Brotherly Love,” steps away from the “Liberty” Bell, housed 
in “Independence” Hall, is indicative of the long history of racial subjugation and its 
abjection in Philadelphia specifically and the United States more broadly. This tension 
between the all-absorbing presence of white supremacy and the real lives of black people 
lies at the foundation of our nation and persists today. 
 What have the daily remembrances of an ordinary young black woman to do with 
these ancient and titanic forces? Emilie’s diaries, as living documents that speak so 
intimately from her daily experience, are invaluable to us as we continue to parse our 
experiences of racial identity formation, and as we continue to resist the insidious power 
of white supremacy in our work and lives. She offers us what no museum exhibit, no edited 
manuscript, no theory can––a glimpse of her life, as it was lived, in environments that are 
both particular to her experience and indicative of the broader cultural struggle of black 
people living through slavery, emancipation, war, violence, injustice, but also joy, success, 
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mutual support, political action, and love. In the following chapter, I explore how the 
tensions between such joys and sorrows are teased out in terms of nostalgia in Elizabeth 
Keckley's genre-defying Behind the Scenes. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
“THE PAST IS DEAR”: NOSTALGIA AND TEMPORAL DISTANCE IN 
ELIZABETH KECKLEY’S BEHIND THE SCENES 
 
Introduction 
Elizabeth Keckley frames her autobiography, Behind the Scenes: Thirty Years a 
Slave and Four in the White House (1868), by reflecting on her current position, years after 
most of the book’s events have taken place. She creates a space in her room where she can, 
in a sense, time-travel to the earlier moments in her life from the safe geotemporal11 space 
she currently inhabits. From this place she writes, “I am now on the shady side of forty, 
and as I sit alone in my room the brain is busy, and a rapidly moving panorama brings 
scene after scene before me, some pleasant and others sad; and when I thus greet old 
familiar faces, I often find myself wondering if I am not living the past over again” (18). 
With “now” Keckley marks her room temporally, and though she feels like she is re-living 
the past, she is not moving; she is a passive receptor of the memories that appear before 
her. Her room––a space that she has ownership of, from which she runs her successful 
business, in a city where she has earned respect––is a place where Keckley can feel safe 
being alone, left to her own thoughts, without fear of intrusion or harm.  
Keckley’s temporal position, as a woman located in a post-slavery moment, is 
inflected throughout her process of self-narration and self-making in her autobiography. It 
																																																						
11 For more on notion of geotemporality, or the interconnectedness of space and time, turn to Jon May and 
Nigel Thrift’s TimeSpace: Geographies of Temporality (2003), the first collection to address temporality as 
a component of critical geography.  May and Thrift, like other scholars of time studies such as Thomas Allen, 
note the heterogeneity of temporal narratives and attend to the intersections (and interdependence) of space 
and time. 
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is especially important for critics of Keckley’s work to consider the effect of temporal and 
geographic factors on identity in the text because psychological and physical changes 
brought about by enslavement, emancipation, and migration produced a particularly 
volatile and evolving social environment for black people, free and unfree. 
In this chapter, I argue that Elizabeth Keckley’s particular temporal positions in her 
autobiography help us understand her nostalgia for the past and her complicated feelings 
of affection for and frustration with white people. Attending to her temporal experience 
also makes clearer her expressions of her own racial identity and her place in the wider 
tradition of anti-slavery black autobiography. The Civil War and the Emancipation 
Proclamation caused seismic shifts in racial identity, both legal (how people were identified 
by the law) and personal (how people experienced belonging to a race). These shifts are 
evident in Keckley's narrative of her remarkable life. For example, though Keckley had 
established herself as a successful dressmaker by the time the book was published, her own 
emancipation, in 1860, was a recent event. Her own physical and psychological shifts (both 
from South to North and enslaved to free) are repeated in the freed people in contraband 
refugee camps she discusses.  
This chapter builds on recent scholarship that seeks to make room for Behind the 
Scenes in the canon of African American literature. Much of the previous scholarship on 
Behind the Scenes focused primarily on Keckley's efforts at assimilation through her work 
as a dressmaker and her relationships with white patrons.12 While respectability politics 
																																																						
12 For example, due to the explicit appeal to scandal that Keckley makes in the book, scholars such as Carolyn 
Sorisio have studied Keckley in terms of publicity, using the relationship between Keckley’s narrative and 
the public eye in order to explain Keckley’s defense of white people. Other publications have focused on 
Keckley’s book in terms of work and labor, such as Katherine Adams’ “Freedom and Ballgowns: Elizabeth 
Keckley and the Work of Domesticity” (2001) and Steve Criniti’s “Thirty Years a Slave, and Four Years a 
Fairy Godmother: Dressmaking as Self-Making in Elizabeth Keckley’s Autobiography” (2008). Similarly, 
Xiomara Santamarina’s Belabored Professions: Narratives of African American Working Womanhood 
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and sensitivity to white audiences certainly figure in Keckley's narrative, I argue that 
readings which center on the trauma of enslavement offer a more nuanced approach to 
Keckley's racial politics. In other words, I follow Sheila Smith McKoy’s example in the 
introduction to The Elizabeth Keckley Reader: Volume One (2016), and aim to help “claim 
Keckley's place as the cultural critic, artist, and black feminist that she was" (x). William 
L. Andrews and Frances Smith Foster have written about Behind the Scenes as a distinctly 
post-bellum, Reconstruction-era "slave narrative," offering nuanced approaches to 
Keckley's seemingly opposing narratives of affection for slaveholders and depicting the 
horrors of slavery. However, both of these critics tend to read Keckley as an assimilationist, 
Andrews noting that "the mediative role that Keckley ascribes to herself as a middle-class 
African American has a plainly assimilationist and accommodating tone" ("Introduction" 
xxi). I argue that if we are to discuss assimilation and respectability in Behind the Scenes, 
we can no longer overlook the role of time in Keckley’s process of self-making. 
In this vein, my argument builds on work by Jennifer Fleischner, who also considers 
Keckley's text through a temporal lens. In her chapter on Keckley in Mastering Slavery: 
Memory, Family, and Identity in Women's Slave Narratives (1996), Fleischner accounts 
for the "many tensions between opposing and layered narrative elements" in the text, and 
ultimately suggests that Keckley "concealed scenes of personal mourning" "behind" her 
narrative of upward mobility and self-reliance (99). This approach takes into account the 
psychological effects of enslavement in Keckley's narrative choices and offers a more 
complex reading of her racial politics than some other critics. In her more recent text, Mrs. 
Lincoln and Mrs. Keckly: The Remarkable Story of the Friendship Between a First Lady 
																																																						
(2005) notes the power and agency Keckley wields through her work as a dressmaker.  
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and a Former Slave (2003), Fleischner explores the relationship between Mary Todd 
Lincoln and Keckley, suggesting that though laden with the racial tensions of the time, the 
women shared a meaningful friendship based on mutual respect. I join Fleischer and other 
scholars who continue to delve into the tensions inherent in Keckley's autobiography; my 
temporal analysis builds on Fleischner's by illuminating not only her mourning, but also 
her moments of joy and desire, as they are expressed through nostalgia. 
My analysis of Keckley’s nostalgia draws on Svetlana Boym’s The Future of 
Nostalgia (2001). Though many consider nostalgia unproductive or even pathological, 
Boym’s work imbues the study of nostalgia with a complexity that makes it difficult to 
condemn nostalgia because she distinguishes between reflective nostalgia, which 
acknowledges that the past is constructed, and restorative nostalgia, which attempts to 
make political change based on a false historical premise. This stance allows me to 
investigate the relationship between Keckley’s shifting identity as a freedwoman and her 
complicated relationship with the spaces she inhabits (both North and South). Ultimately, 
I demonstrate that a narrative like Keckley’s, which negotiates competing narratives of 
respectability, authenticity, and publicity, speaks to deeper psychological and emotional 
shifts in self-knowledge that impacted freedpeople during and after the Civil War. Her 
nostalgia for the South/Past may make readers uncomfortable, but if we consider her 
particular geotemporal position and the impact of collective memory on her autobiography, 
her nostalgia does not have to undermine her call for racial justice. 
In both the way she represents other freedpeople and the way she discusses her own 
personal history, Keckley fuses the South and the past into one geotemporal entity.13 She 
																																																						
13 Keckley is not the only person joining the South with the past. Scholars have particularly noted the 
tendency of Northern tourists traveling to the South to represent the Southern landscape as from a previous 
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conflates the South and the Past (her past life and the past of slavery) when she ties them 
together in her narrative, generating what I will call "geotemporality," by which I mean the 
interconnectedness of time and space in memory and identity formation. Keckley’s 
nostalgia for this South/Past reveals the horror that is obscured by a shallower reading. 
Even as Keckley insists on the mutual love between her white friends and herself, her 
nostalgic representation of the South/Past is broken by her revelation that though she 
comprehends them, her white “friends” fail to understand her. The same space that is a 
shrine to her fond childhood memories is also home to her mother’s unmarked grave. It is 
through Keckley’s nostalgia that we can read her criticisms of slavery and discrimination 
and place her in the broader conversation of racial justice.  
Keckley’s particular temporal position functions as a tool for teasing out the tangled 
threads of her affection for white people, defense of slaveholders, and her narrative distance 
from the plight of slaves. Keckley’s nostalgia for the South speaks both to the collective 
trauma of the post-bellum black experience and her own individual experience as a socially 
mobile black woman in the North. Keckley embodies the temporal displacement she 
expresses when she crosses the physical boundaries between North and South and 
encounters the tension of returning to the South in the present as a free woman. The 
nostalgia she expresses, which is a result of her particular experience of slavery, freedom, 
and migration, inevitably breaks down when she returns South, demonstrating the tense 
process of her identity formation in the book. All of these experiences are tied up in a 
																																																						
era, a simpler time (McIntyre). David Blight notes this tourist behavior and also writes extensively about the 
nostalgia of Confederate celebrations of “The Lost Cause” as a way of holding onto a constructed past that 
is inextricable from Southern culture, as they saw it (258). Most of these constructions of the South as 
“simpler” are racially coded and paint a picture of benevolent slave masters, content slaves, and stricter racial 
stratification. This image soothed white Northern urban residents who felt racial tensions in the city and 
resented black presence. 
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nostalgic longing for a time and space to which she cannot return, and as she expresses her 
process of self-making, she narrates both longing and discomfort, love and frustration, 
regarding her past in the South as a slave from her temporal vantage point as a 
businesswoman in the North. 
The nature of the South/Past geotemporality also signifies a deep emotional 
connection to the South. Keckley describes the freedpeople as “wedded to associations” 
(62). When Keckley uses the word “associations,” she refers to the ways in which people 
make meaning and attach significance to material life. An enslaved person, whose mobility 
is limited, is especially likely to construct meaning tied to a limited spatial zone, like the 
home. These strong emotional ties to particular spaces not only make traveling to the North 
a physical displacement, but also, I argue, result in a deeper psychic shift because the 
freedpeople’s experience of time is drastically changing. The associations that they made 
in the South were necessarily left behind because they could not transfer those connections 
into their new lives in the North; as freedpeople, their relationship to their new space could 
not be the same as their relationship to the space they inhabited before, in the South.  
Through the process of recalling her work with other recently freed ex-slaves in the 
contraband camps, Keckley uses the collective experience of these freedpeople to express 
her own love and pain regarding her time as a slave and her desire to return to the 
South/Past. She describes the ex-slaves as “wedded to associations” as a way of explaining 
their difficulty adjusting to time in the North and their persistent love for the South and 
their past (62). By focusing on this aspect of the freedpeople’s transition, Keckley is 
collectivizing her own experience as a way of expressing her own “associations.” This kind 
of replacement and repetition of her experience is similar to what Joseph Roach calls 
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“surrogation” (2). Roach explains that surrogation is the process by which communities 
produce collective memory by replacing a lost object or experience and repeating the 
performance of remembering the loss with the surrogate in its place. The surrogate is never 
quite successful, but the subject continues revisiting the performance out of a desire to 
reproduce what can never be. Keckley’s nostalgic desire to return to the South/Past, which 
is an impossible journey, is repeated in her characterization of the other freedpeople she 
aids, and we see when she returns to Virginia as a free woman, how insufficient that 
nostalgic love is, and how the idyllic South/Past begins to fracture. It is through these 
fractures and Keckley’s nostalgia that we can read Keckley’s criticisms of slavery and 
discrimination and place her in the broader conversation of racial justice. 
 
“to write my life”: Temporal Distance and Slave Narrative 
Though portions of Behind the Scenes employ tropes common to other slave 
narratives, there are several distinguishing factors that separate Keckley from other slave 
writers. The most unsettling distinction is the way Keckley describes her relationships with 
white people. I suggest that if we consider Keckley’s particular geotemporal position when 
she writes, these moments, which otherwise might be read as sympathetic to slavery and 
slave-owners, seem more abolitionist and activist, because her position in time alters the 
political motivations of her work. Keckley, as a freewoman living in the North, recalls her 
past in slavery in both fond and painful terms; her geotemporal position creates emotional 
distance from her time in slavery, in the South, which makes it possible for her to 
rhetorically straddle the line between indicting the system of slavery and defending its 
perpetrators. 
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Like some other black writers of her time, Keckley became a freewoman before the 
end of slavery; however, the way that Keckley purchased her freedom, by building 
friendships with white patrons, sets her apart from those ex-slaves who escaped to freedom. 
Keckley emphasizes the importance legally buying her own freedom and balks at the idea 
that she might have run away to gain freedom. Even though she indicates moments when 
her status as a freewoman breaks down or does not protect her from injustice, Keckley puts 
stock in the trust of her white patrons and masters. Her indictments of slavery are couched 
in other very positive and affectionate passages about white people. The sections of her 
narrative that focus on her life as a slave take up a small percentage of the overall content, 
even though in terms of time, she spent most of her life as a slave. Though later passages 
of the book indicate that she identifies strongly with other black people, the sections about 
her time as a slave emphasize her positive relationships with respectable white people as a 
way of reinforcing her moral character. She often references white people’s opinions of 
her, either her friends in the South or in the North. This type of sentiment is unsettling for 
us as contemporary readers, especially when we compare Keckley’s writing to other slave 
narratives.  
According to William Andrews, in To Tell a Free Story, pre-emancipation slave 
narratives––defined as autobiographies written by slaves or ex-slaves––typically had two 
propositions: “(1) that the slave was, as the inscription of a famous antislavery medallion 
put it, ‘a man and a brother’ to whites, especially to the white reader of slave narratives; 
and (2) that the black narrator was, despite all prejudice and propaganda, a truth-teller, a 
reliable transcriber of the experience and character of black folk” (1). Andrews notes that 
by the mid-century, slave narratives tended towards assertions of self-hood and 
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individuality by “a self-determining narrator who makes free with text and reader in the 
name of truth to self,” implying an inner moral strength that defined itself outside of or 
against the norm (2). For example, Harriet Jacobs, in her narrative, defends her decision to 
be with Dr. Sands in order to avoid Dr. Flint’s advances, despite the fact that this would 
have been seen as sexually immoral (48). Andrews asserts that there is a measure of unity 
among slave narratives because of their shared political purpose. In addition to the 
insistence on the veracity of the narrative, most of these works include stories of a journey, 
often physical and usually moral, spiritual, or psychological, in which the subject 
progresses in some way––for example, Frederick Douglass’s description of learning to read 
and the strength of character it provided him (Narrative 23). Ultimately, the authors of 
these narratives employ their personal stories towards a collective end, to prove the 
capabilities of all enslaved Africans, and to indict the morally corrupt social system that 
enslaves them. 
In the introduction to the Schomburg Library edition of Behind the Scenes, James 
Olney accounts for what distinguishes Keckley from other slave narrative writers. He 
suggests that “its perspective, from after four years in the White House, determines a very 
different story from one told by someone who has very recently escaped from slavery––
and told entirely in the service of the abolitionist cause. [. . .] She was also writing within, 
and simultaneously against [. . .] a tradition of apology for the south and for the slave 
system” (xxx). Olney points out that most other slave narrative writers did not feel the need 
to portray the “bright side” of slavery, as Keckley does. Behind the Scenes has a different 
political bent than other slave narratives; I argue that part of this distinction is due to her 
temporal position on the other side of emancipation, as well as her proximity to white 
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wealth and social prominence in Washington, D.C. However, her allusions to slave 
narratives still serve to align her politically with these writers, because Keckley is still 
asserting her blackness and her participation in the broader work of ending injustice against 
her people. In this section, I account for Keckley’s fluctuation between indicting the South 
and defending it by considering her particular perspective and position, both 
geographically and temporally. Living in the capital, Washington, D.C., which is itself on 
the border of the North and South, provides a specific geographic location that allows 
Keckley, formerly a resident of Virginia, to straddle the dividing lines between Northern 
and Southern sentiments. Her temporal position, as a freewoman before and after the end 
of slavery, frames her work in such a way that makes it distinct from other slave narratives, 
despite their shared agenda. 
The sections of Behind the Scenes devoted to Keckley’s time as a slave resemble 
other slave narratives in many ways. Keckley begins her narrative with the following line: 
“I have often been asked to write my life, as those who know me know that it has been an 
eventful one” (xi). Here she is asserting her own individuality and prominence in the 
narrative. She begins with “I” and insists that others––friends, potentially white or black–
–the people who “know” her, have confirmed that her life is worth reading about. Keckley 
begins her story by asserting her exceptionality and individuality, which persists 
throughout these sections of the book. Whether it is through her character, her unique 
experiences, her hard work, or the trust of wealthy and well-positioned friends, Keckley 
makes clear that she is a respectable, outstanding sort of woman, in some cases in spite of 
and because of her time under slavery. She consistently refers to her experiences under 
slavery to demonstrate her perseverance of character. 
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This opening is not unique to Keckley’s narrative––other autobiographies deemed 
slave narratives begin in similar ways, such as Solomon Northup’s Twelve Years a Slave, 
which begins, “Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the 
blessings of liberty in a free State––and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and 
sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, 
after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and 
fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public” (1). This kind of apologia was common 
to slave narratives because it lends credibility from white patrons, which appeals to white 
readers who might be more receptive to a black life story that has been co-signed by a 
reliable white editor. Keckley also employs other tropes of the slave narrative, such as 
giving the place but not the date of her birth, detailing whippings by pious slaveholders, 
and narrating the sale of slaves and separation of families. However, the parts of the book 
that resemble a slave narrative only comprise the first three chapters. 
In reflecting on her time as a slave, Keckley positions herself as a part of shifts in 
human history, and even suggests that she had an active role in changing racial paradigms. 
Discussing God’s will and providence, she writes, “I was a feeble instrument in His hands, 
and through me and the enslaved millions of my race, one of the problems was solved that 
belongs to the great problem of human destiny” (xii). Here she credits the enslaved people 
with helping to end injustice, with the help of God. However, the following line implies a 
conservative gradualism that complicates Keckley’s ownership in this political moment: 
“and the solution was developed so gradually that there was no great convulsion of the 
harmonies of natural laws” (xii). This sort of back and forth parrying between asserting her 
black humanity and making room for conservative white ideology continues throughout 
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the book. Part of how she characterizes herself as a former slave and a black woman is 
through her deep understanding of the perspective of white people; however, several times 
she notes white people’s failure to understand her. 
Keckley assures the reader of her own moral character in the face of temptation and 
adversity, which is another common trope of the slave narrative. The personhood that she 
asserts during her time under slavery is consistent with her character later in the book. 
Much like Douglass’s altercation with Mr. Covey in his Narrative of the Life of Frederick 
Douglass, Keckley demonstrates her own force of will and character in a fight with Mr. 
Bingham, in which she triumphs over his spirit, if not his body: “As I stood bleeding before 
him, nearly exhausted with his efforts, he burst into tears, and declared that it would be a 
sin to beat me any more” (37). However, earlier in this passage, her reasoning for resisting 
Mr. Bingham smacks of an apologia for slavery: “No, Mr. Bingham, I shall not take down 
my dress before you. Moreover, you shall not whip me unless you prove the stronger. 
Nobody has a right to whip me but my own master, and nobody shall do so if I can prevent 
it” (33). Here Keckley resists not only the physical brutality of a whipping, but also the 
sexual violence of being forced to expose herself. However, “but my own master” tempers 
the force of her resistance for modern readers. Her willingness to acquiesce to her master’s 
ownership of her body is discomfiting. This is an example of the tension that Keckley often 
plays with in her narrative, and this kind of play makes for an uneasy reading experience.  
However, given her particular position as a freewoman with friends in high places, 
reflecting back on her life under slavery after the institution has been dissolved, we must 
read these passages differently than we would a similar phrase in works by Frederick 
Douglass or Harriet Jacobs, who are calling for the immediate freedom of their still-
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enslaved families. Keckley’s narrative does not have the political immediacy towards 
emancipation that other pre-war publications would have. Though she is narrating the 
brutality and inhumanity of her experience as a slave, she is simultaneously sitting in her 
room, where she enjoys relative economic comfort, and does not fear capture or return to 
slavery.  
 Keckley’s son, George, is a subject of reflection in these chapters, in which she 
philosophizes on the system of slavery and race; passages like these are also common in 
slave narratives. In a section in which she is considering freedom for her and her son, she 
reflects, “The Anglo-Saxon blood as well as the African flowed in his veins; the two 
currents commingled––one singing freedom, the other silent and sullen with generations 
of despair. Why should not the Anglo-Saxon triumph––why should it be weighed down 
with the rich blood typical of the tropics?” (49-50). This passage is especially interesting 
in light of Keckley’s own racial make-up. In one of the letters detailing Keckley’s 
emancipation, her mistress describes her as “light of complexion” (60). Elsewhere, 
Keckley is referred to as a mulatta. Though it is very likely that she herself had “Anglo-
Saxon blood” in her veins, she does not reflect on these qualities in herself, only in her son. 
Though she and George are both subject to partus sequitur ventrum,14 Keckley is especially 
sensitive to her son’s status, seemingly out of motherly concern. However, her indictment 
of this system that enslaves those of any African descent extends rhetorically to herself and 
to other enslaved black people as well. 
Though she is described as light-skinned, it is clear that Keckley identifies herself 
as black. Throughout the book, Keckley does not make any reference to her racial identity 
																																																						
14 Partus sequitur ventrum refers to the law, first adopted in Virginia in 1662, that “all children borne in this 
country shalbe held in bond or free only according to the condition of the mother [sic]” (Morris 43).  
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as anything other than “colored” or “negro.” She seems to identify fully with what she calls 
“people of my race” (117). The distinctions she makes between herself and these others 
have more to do with education and life experience than any kind of color demarcation. 
Even when she is describing the most destitute and pitiful ex-slaves in the contraband 
camp, she does not make any reference to their color, as some other writers might, 
conflating very dark skin with stupidity or brutishness. This omission implies that while 
the Anglo-Saxon blood in her son’s veins does not determine his course in life, the African 
blood in his veins does not designate anything about him other than a legal status, applied 
to all those of any African descent, no matter their color. Though Keckley often includes 
phrases that appear to defend slavery or slaveholders, she also consistently identifies with 
the plight of the slave, and with the struggle of being of African descent in America before 
and after the Civil War and emancipation. 
 Though she identifies racially with other ex-slaves, Keckley does appeal to her 
positive relationships with white people. After buying her freedom in 1855 and working 
for a few years in St. Louis, Elizabeth Keckley moved to Washington, D.C. in 1860, where 
she made a living as a seamstress. In the book, Keckley includes letters from her patrons 
sending her money to help her raise the funds to buy herself and her son. These letters and 
the letters of manumission from her former masters serve to vouch for Keckley’s character 
and hard work. She clearly takes pride in these accounts from people she respects. 
However, the need for white people to vouch for her character did not end when she became 
free. When she comes to Washington, D.C. to work, she discovers that she must find 
respectable people (read: “white”) to not only recommend her character, but to vouch that 
she is actually a freewoman and not a slave. She describes her distress at finding that she 
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was friendless and in need: “I could only remain in the city ten days without obtaining a 
license to do so, such being the law, and as I did not know whom to apply for assistance, I 
was sorely troubled. I also had to have some one vouch to the authorities that I was a free 
woman” (65). The “whom” that she must apply to for assistance would be any respectable 
white person in society that could vouch for her. Even as a freewoman, Keckley is subject 
to laws and customs that resemble those that restricted her under slavery. Because Keckley 
was moving to a free city in 1860, when the 1850 fugitive slave law was in effect, as a 
black woman she was automatically under suspicion, until white people of a certain status 
affirmed her identity as a freewoman.  
Keckley’s acknowledgment of this unfortunate circumstance, even in a free city 
like Washington, D.C., demonstrates that she has a clear understanding of how slavery’s 
shadow follows her, even into her future as a successful dressmaker and businesswoman. 
However, though Keckley expresses gratitude and respect for white friends that helped her 
in her career, she does not hesitate to criticize white people’s treatment of black people in 
Washington. These moments of criticism are important because they demonstrate that 
Keckley is not merely interested in massaging white egos or using her positive relationships 
with white people to boost her own respectability. Like other slave narrative writers who 
wielded rhetoric for racial justice, Keckley uses her voice to draw attention to her difficult 
circumstances as a free black woman and the racial discrimination she faces. Her criticisms 
are framed by a temporal distance that makes our reading experience distinct, but that 
distance does not necessarily have to blunt their effect. 
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“the good old times”: Temporal Transitions of Emancipation 
In 1862, Keckley founded the Contraband Relief Association (CRA) in response to 
the thousands of recently freed black people who flooded the Washington, D.C. area, 
looking for freedom and new lives. Throughout her description of freedpeople and their 
struggles, Keckley’s tone is at times sympathetic and at times potentially apologetic, even 
condescending. According to Xiomara Santamarina, “Keckley’s rendering of some of the 
freed population that sought refuge in D.C. (‘contrabands’) during the war in comic dialect 
reinforced the idea of former slaves as degraded labor and underscored the difference 
between them and Keckley” (“Behind the Scenes of Black Labor” 537). In his introduction 
to Iola Leroy, Hollis Robbins comments on a similar phenomenon, but suggests that the 
novel's "multivocality" demonstrates Iola's ability to communicate across class distinctions 
(xxx). I align more with Robbins in my reading of Keckley's characterization of 
freedpeople, including the use of dialect. If we consider Keckley’s narration through a 
temporal lens, we can more clearly see how she is identifying with the struggle of 
freedpeople through their shared experience of temporal displacement and nostalgia. 
Keckley employs her own temporal vantage point (being further along the road to freedom) 
in order to generate sympathy for those who were until recently enslaved. 
Before we consider how exactly Keckley characterizes freedpeople, we must 
understand the temporal transitions inherent in slavery and emancipation. The time of 
slavery was punctuated by different time-markers than a free life; freedpeople would not 
only be transitioning to a designation that marks them as occupying a new era, but their 
material lives would also be “timed” in new ways. As noted in chapter one, Lloyd Pratt 
argues that enslaved people were subject to a restrictive “laboring time,” which structured 
	 68 
their temporal experience around the hard work of slavery. In one sense, the freedpeople 
Keckley describes are no longer at the whim of slave owners and laboring time; their time 
is their own. However, not all of the freedpeople can easily make the temporal transition 
from slavery to freedom, which is why Keckley finds herself explaining the plight of these 
people and why she apologizes for or defends their slowness to adapt. They are being thrust 
from laboring time, when their time belonged to their masters, to linear time, where they 
immediately face expectations of individual progress. When it comes to adjusting to life in 
the North, the freedpeople had the deck stacked against them, and when Keckley laments 
that the transition from slavery to freedom was “too sudden” for them, she is not necessarily 
defending the system of slavery so much as she is recognizing the uncompromisingly 
difficult struggle they face (55). 
The terms “freedmen” and “freedwomen” designate a status in the lives of these 
people that marks them in time. Naming them “freed” people places these individuals in 
relationship to the emancipation proclamation, ordered on January 1, 1863 (111). Though 
the executive order proclaimed former slaves now “freedmen,” those still enslaved did not 
immediately find themselves free. Freedom came with Union troops, or with news of the 
war that traveled by word-of-mouth, prompting the enslaved to leave their masters’ homes 
(Kolchin 204-5). In some cases, though they were still living as slaves in the South, in the 
North they were considered post-slavery, freed. The freedpeople’s peculiar situation of 
living as slaves in a time when, by proclamation, they were free, is rooted in their particular 
geographical space of being in the South; however, their status is also thrust forward into 
the post-slavery “free” designation. It begs the question: when is a person free, no longer a 
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slave? This is a paradox of space and time that lives in freedpeople even as they travel 
North to Washington to claim the life that their designation suggests. 
The interconnectedness of the South/Past geotemporality is evident in how Keckley 
describes the freedpeople’s experiences. Keckley says that “in coming North” the 
freedpeople’s “love for the past was so strong that they could not find much beauty in the 
new life so suddenly opened to them” (62). Here Keckley does not explicitly place North 
and South against each other, but she lets “the past” stand in for the South. The South is in 
the past, and for now, it is not possible for them to return to the South because they are 
under pressure from white society to progress. “New,” also a marker of time, is used for 
the life they will have in the North, which is opened to them “suddenly,” another indication 
of this abrupt shift in their temporal placement. So, though the space/time shift the 
freedpeople experience is in one way nominal, it is also very material. Keckley, as a former 
slave, can comprehend and narrate that experience. 
One experience that Keckley shares with the freedpeople is their sense of nostalgia 
for “home.” However, nostalgic longing is not just about desire for a place, it is also a 
yearning for a particular time. The subjects––Keckley and the freedpeople she describes–
–are not simply longing to move back to the South. They could physically have done so, 
as not all freedpeople moved North immediately. And they are not looking to establish the 
same lives in the North that they had in the South; they moved North seeking a certain idea 
of liberty that they felt had been promised to them. The longing they feel is rooted in their 
sense of displacement and the unfamiliarity of their immediate social situation. Keckley 
laments that the transition from slavery to freedom was “too sudden,” and that the 
freedpeople were unprepared to succeed, leaving them despondent. They were ripped from 
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their place in time and displaced in a new location where they struggled to move forward, 
and Keckley appears to sympathize with their situation as someone who also feels a 
nostalgic longing for the South/Past, due to her own transition from slavery to freedom. 
 Though we might be troubled to think of slavery as “home” for the freedpeople, it 
makes sense that they are expressing “a sentiment of loss and displacement” (Boym 7). 
Keckley does speak highly of the Freedmen’s Village, noting that “they built themselves 
cabins, and each family cultivated for itself a small patch of ground” (70). But she spends 
more time discussing the freedpeople as lost, both physically and mentally, like refugees. 
She explains this sense of loss, addressing the former slaves,  
the transition from slavery to freedom was too sudden for you! The bright dreams 
were too rudely dispelled; you were not prepared for the new life that opened before 
you, and the great masses of the North learned to look upon your helplessness with 
indifference––learned to speak of you as an idle, dependent race. Reason should 
have prompted kinder thoughts. Charity is ever kind. (55) 
 
Initially, this passage might seem like Booker T. Washington-inspired gradualism. We 
could read that the North “learned” their behavior because the freedpeople taught them by 
being idle and dependent. However, the passage’s final words undercut this type of reading. 
Had the North responded with reason, they would have been kinder. Keckley’s frustration 
lies with the North’s response, not with the freedpeople themselves. She sympathizes with 
their displacement in the North and demonstrates that she has a sophisticated understanding 
of what “liberty” looks like for these people.   
Though we might see slavery and freedom as states of being, not necessarily 
marked by time, we understand that for these people, slavery was “back” in the past, in the 
South, and that they could not return to it, though at times they longed to return "home." 
Keckley describes the newly freed people, displaced into camps, pining for “the good old 
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times” (62). She narrates testimonies from people who miss the homes they had made in 
the South and the familiarity of their lives there. Again, Keckley connects the “old” with 
the South and the “new” with the North, temporalizing these spaces. By saying that they 
pine for “the good old times,” she makes it clear that they are pining for the South. She 
notes that she would hear them “declare that they would rather go back to slavery in the 
South and be with their old masters, than to enjoy the freedom in the North” (62). If we 
consider Keckley’s own nostalgia for the South and her past that she narrates throughout 
the text, this characterization of freedpeople is less condescending and more sympathetic. 
Keckley goes on to make her own experience politically useful by reaching out to black 
people across the social (and temporal) spectrum. 
 
“the thought was ever present”: Building Black Solidarity Across Time  
Even though Keckley’s subtitle indicates that she spent “thirty years a slave and 
four in the White House,” her experiences in the White House or with the Lincolns take up 
the bulk of the narrative. In terms of space in the narrative, Keckley’s organizational 
choices seem to prefer stories about prominent whites to cater to white readers, and 
throughout the narrative Keckley appeals to her friendship with respectable white people 
in order to boost her own status. Critics have noticed what appears to be Keckley’s tone of 
appealing to white readers and assimilating into white culture. However, I argue that when 
it comes to aiding freedpeople, she instead places herself in a broader community of black 
activism. Keckley chooses to include narratives of racial injustice in critical moments of 
the text, by drawing her readers in with tantalizing information about the Lincolns and then 
inserting her own experiences with black people in need. 
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Keckley's personal identification with the freedpeople emboldens her to help them 
by reaching out to other successful black people who can offer their support, especially 
since white people in the North had failed to help. Sue Campbell, in writing on collective 
memory, suggests that we “re-experience our past selectively, as shaped by the demand of 
an always new present, through the determinations of a history that itself shifts in 
significance. And, of course, we remember with and in response to other people and their 
needs and histories” (42). Keckley, through narration of her own activism, collapses the 
temporal distance between all these people by taking her own experience of nostalgia and 
making it collective, connecting her experience with those just recently free and those 
further down the road to freedom.  
As noted above, Keckley’s sympathy for the freedpeople migrating to Washington 
reveals her own desire to make sense of her transition to freedom and life in the North. She 
had bought her freedom in a slave state and made a life for herself in Washington, but now 
she is faced with masses of newly freed people, trying to find their place. What was once 
her freedom, given to or taken by individuals, belongs to all. It follows that in encountering 
this group of people and becoming involved in aiding them, Keckley would be forced to 
re-encounter her feelings about liberty and the South. She explains their desire for the 
South/Past by taking her own feelings and projecting them onto the whole group and by 
drawing in other successful black people into this process. By explaining the freedpeople’s 
love for domesticity, their need for associations, their unpreparedness for freedom, Keckley 
is taking an individual experience, one that she remembers well, and is making it collective. 
Her connection to the recently freed people also extends outward to other well-to-do black 
people, like herself, who experienced their own struggles for freedom. By making her own 
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nostalgia a collective experience, projecting it onto others, she demonstrates the ability of 
black people to bind themselves together, across temporal distinctions (free/un-free, 
refugee/elite), which in part explains why they were such better benefactors for the CRA 
than unsympathetic white people.  
Keckley describes the impetus for starting the CRA as a response to white activism 
for white soldiers and a lack of support for suffering black people: 
If the white people can give festivals to raise funds for the relief of suffering 
soldiers, why should not the well-to-do colored people go to work to do something 
for the benefit of the suffering blacks? I could not rest. The thought was ever present 
with me, and the next Sunday I made a suggestion in the colored church, that a 
society of colored people be formed to labor for the benefit of the unfortunate 
freedmen. (113) 
 
Keckley notes that the wealthy white people in Washington do not feel like it is their 
responsibility to raise support for black people. Here she expresses her own identification 
with freedpeople and therefore her responsibility as a “well-to-do” black woman to do what 
she could to help. She turns to the most reliable social network, the black church, for 
cooperation and support. The CRA was born of Keckley’s personal identification with the 
suffering freedpeople as a black woman and from her connections with other socially 
mobile free black people in Washington, D.C. to respond to the plight of their people, at 
least in part due to the neglect or apathy of wealthy Northern white people. 
Though we might read some of Keckley’s descriptions of the freedpeople as 
condescending or as an attempt to distance herself from them, she does not offer up the 
freedpeople’s ignorance or passivity as an excuse for Northern coldness. She criticizes 
wealthy white people, those whom she might call friends or would have relied on for social 
support, for their neglect and even hostility towards her people. Though she notes that 
“Many good friends reached forth kind hands,” she implies that these “good friends” were 
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an exception. Overall, she claims that “the North is not warm and impulsive” (111). 
“North” here stands specifically the white North, because she has made clear that Northern 
black people are giving their full support. But when the freedpeople came North, in need, 
“there was something repelling in the atmosphere” (112). That repellant is related to the 
force of suspicion that Keckley met when she first arrived in Washington; it is the 
assumption that she is a servant when she comes to the New York hotel with Mary Todd 
Lincoln; it is the policy that kept Frederick Douglass out of the White House gala in a story 
Keckley narrates. In this passage, Keckley identifies with these struggling freedpeople, 
even though she is in a very different station in her life and lives under much more 
comfortable circumstances.  
Several times in the narrative, Keckley chooses significant moments in the text to 
insert evidence of her own activism in the black community. The chapter titled “Behind 
the Scenes” is primarily focused on Mrs. Lincoln’s wardrobe scandal, which according to 
Keckley herself in the preface, seems to be one of her main motivations for writing (xiii). 
However, in this chapter, Keckley also folds in narration about the refugee camps she visits 
as part of the CRA. Her narrative is not just taking the reader behind the scenes of the 
White House, but also behind the scenes of post-slavery black life in the North. So even 
though as a whole, Keckley seems to bury her own experiences under more “interesting” 
stories about the Lincolns, here, in the titular chapter of the book, she foregrounds her 
experience as a black woman working with especially marginalized black people, and she 
addresses her thoughts to an unsympathetic Northern audience who would be, presumably, 
very interested in the public scandal of Mary Todd Lincoln, and less so in the plight of 
recently freed blacks from the South. 
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Keckley’s description of her son’s death is another example of her strategic 
narration. She includes his death in the chapter when she discusses the death of Willie 
Lincoln at length. Initially, it seems like she is burying him under more important subject 
matter––however, her love for her son is wrapped up in her commitment to the other people 
of her race. The tokens that she received upon Lincoln’s death, evidence of her close 
relationship with the Lincolns and their trust in her, objects that immediately became relics 
of history as soon as Lincoln was assassinated, Keckley gives away to benefit the black 
university where her son attended. She expresses her extreme feelings of honor and pride 
at receiving tokens of Lincoln’s from Mary Todd. However, she eventually donates them 
in order to benefit her race: “I have since donated for the benefit of Wilberforce University, 
a colored college near Xenia, Ohio, destroyed by fire on the night that the President was 
murdered” (203). Her loyalties, in this moment of need, were directed towards her own 
people, through this relationship with her son. The night that sent most Americans into 
mourning, that lives on in our memory today, was also a devastating night for the black 
community, and Keckley uses this passage to redirect our attention towards racial justice.  
In addition to these subtler references to her involvement in the black community, 
Keckley also overtly praises the work of other black people. In discussing her process of 
raising money for the CRA, Keckley demonstrates how well-to-do black Northerners 
stepped in to give aid when wealthy white folks failed. She drops the names of several 
famous black figures and abolitionists such as Frederick Douglass. She includes letters 
from Douglass in the manuscript, which both lends credibility to her narrative and authority 
to her character. Additionally, when she speaks of her fundraising trip to Boston, she makes 
clear that it is the black residents of Boston that are funding her organization, not just white 
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abolitionists, like Wendell Phillips, for whom the city was known. She helps start a branch 
of the CRA there in Boston and notes that “This branch of the main society, during the war, 
was able to send us over eighty large boxes of goods, contributed exclusively by the colored 
people of Boston” (114-5). Though in other passages in the narrative Keckley leans heavily 
on respectable white people to lend credibility to her character, in this section, dedicated 
to her aid work, she lifts up other black people as the more active and important figures 
associated with her success. New England was a common safe haven for ex-slaves who 
had run away to the North, such as Frederick Douglass himself. Keckley makes clear that 
for those like her, who had come up from slavery and knew both the pain of being enslaved 
and the difficult transition to freedom in the North, there was a connection between those 
funding the mission in Boston and those struggling in the camps in Washington. They were 
not only reaching helping hands South, but in a sense, were reaching back into their own 
pasts, their own former lives as enslaved people, and offering help where otherwise there 
would be none. The Northern black people’s connection to the newly freed people arriving 
in their midst is not just a monetary one; it is based in their own personal life experience. 
 When Keckley describes the freedpeople in Washington, she speaks in broad but 
personal terms––“men and women of my own race”––and makes claims about how they 
feel (55). She writes the phrase “the colored people” on multiple occasions, always making 
claims that apply to both the freedpeople and herself. She sometimes addresses them––
“you were not prepared”––and sometimes addresses a Northern audience––“Northern 
readers may not recognize”––thus positioning herself as knowledgeable about the 
experience of the freedpeople and attempting to represent them to the Northerners, who 
misunderstand them (55, 70). By sharing her knowledge of slavery in this collective 
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context, she is positioning herself as a former slave, as part of her current identity. In these 
moments, her personal memory becomes more collective as she shares about the others 
and speaks for them, drawing together the experiences of all formerly enslaved people, 
regardless of how far they have progressed socially or economically.  
 Throughout the text, Keckley subverts notions that she is sympathizing with white 
Northerners in their apathy about the plight of struggling black people. Instead, she uses 
important moments in the narrative to draw attention to the work she and other Northern 
black people do to aid freedpeople. Keckley makes her own journey to freedom and 
nostalgia for the past a collective experience, creating solidarity across the black 
community. Keckley further defends the former slave’s relationship to the South with her 
own tale of love and nostalgia for her old home. 
 
“The past is dear to every one”: Returning Home and Nostalgic Loss 
Later in the book, Keckley receives a visit from a relative of her old masters and is 
invited to come spend time with them in the South. She expresses excitement and desire to 
see the family she served, much to the chagrin of her “Northern friends” who exclaim, 
“Why, Lizzie, how can you have a kind thought for those who inflicted a terrible wrong 
upon you by keeping you in bondage?” (107). Her response exemplifies the complicated 
relationship she has to her past, the South, and the people she knew there. She universalizes 
her experience by saying that “the past is dear to every one,” suggesting that by being 
skeptical of her fond feelings for the South her friends are denying her memories (107). 
The fact that Keckley insists on her past’s “dearness,” reveals a conscious effort on her part 
to make sense of her affection for individual whites and a geographic space in the South 
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where she has fond memories, despite the fact that she must also acknowledge the horrors 
of slavery. Making the past dear is an act, on her part, to enshrine her positive associations 
with the South/Past in a nostalgic space where she can separate them from her experience 
of slavery. 
When Keckley shares her experience of visiting her master’s family in the South, 
she expresses feelings of familial love and of moral judgment. She speaks in terms of love 
and bonding––“love is too strong to be blown away” (125). This line echoes her suggestion 
that the freedpeople are “wedded to associations” (69). However, shortly after her reunion 
with her former mistress, Mrs. Garland, Keckley tells her that she did have “one unkind 
thought”––that she was not given an education as a child (125). Mrs. Garland repents of 
this fact and admits her wrongdoing, which seems to satisfy Keckley. In this sharing of 
memory, Keckley’s self-image is of the morally strong and forgiving former slave who has 
the hindsight to make sense of the complicated past she shares with these people.15 
 Keckley encountered pressure from various influences to remember the South/Past 
in particular ways. This echoes Jeffrey Olick’s discussion of collective memory, in which 
he suggests that “powerful institutions” generate narrative patterns for how individuals 
remember their own histories (342). For Keckley, these powerful institutions would have 
been influences such as abolitionist rhetoric, anti-abolitionist rhetoric, pro-union politics, 
																																																						
15 This morally superior, forgiving depiction is not unique to Keckley’s narrative. William Andrews looks at 
Behind the Scenes and Frederick Douglass’ Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass and the moving 
reunions these ex-slaves have with their former masters. He sees these reunions as reconciliation only 
possible in the postbellum era, and suggests that Keckley and Douglass are resisting pressure from antebellum 
slave narratives and Northern ideas of how they should respond to slavery. We see this resistance in the way 
Keckley addresses her feelings about the South to her Northern friends. Keckley’s self-image and self-
positioning in this way is being informed by how Northerners understood her past as unequivocally 
damaging. That Andrews has noted this type of reunion in other post-bellum slave narratives speaks to the 
fact that the temporal position of ex-slaves in a post-slavery South is unique and stands apart from similar 
formulations in antebellum slave narratives. 
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and reconstruction. To construct the self in the face of these ever-shifting powers is 
subversive and would require Keckley to very carefully consider her position in 
relationship to many different groups. Olick writes that how we remember is intricately 
related to our ideas about which groups we belong to. He notes, “It is not just that we 
remember as members of groups, but that we constitute those groups and their members 
simultaneously in the act (thus re-member-ing)” (342). Throughout her narrative, Keckley 
identifies with Southerners, with free black people in the North, with the enslaved and the 
freed, and with her white “family” in Virginia. These memberships intersect and shift 
throughout the narrative, and the way that she represents herself in relationship to her 
former masters when she finally returns to their home is indicative of the tension among 
these identities. 
 When Keckley first returns to Virginia, we see the tension between her identities as 
a friend of the Lincolns and as a former slave and resident of Virginia. The first visit back 
to Virginia that Keckley makes in her narrative, during her time living in Washington, 
D.C., is with the Lincolns shortly following the end of the war. She remarks on the changes 
to the landscape, both physical and cultural, due to the war. As she looks out over the 
landscape from her position on the riverboat, she exclaims, “Alas! how many changes had 
taken place since my eye had wandered over the classic fields of dear old Virginia!” (165). 
Here, she explains her feelings of connection with the land, even though she found herself 
on the other side of the battle line during the war: “A birthplace is always dear, no matter 
under what circumstances you were born, since it revives in memory the golden hours of 
childhood, free from philosophy, and the warm kiss of a mother” (165). She hints at slavery 
here, the “circumstance” she was in, but insists that even as an enslaved child, she shared 
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the human experiences of childhood and love for her mother in that space. For the others 
on this trip, this is a victory lap, a triumphant travel around the vanquished land. For 
Keckley, it is a deeply personal voyage into her past; she therefore has unique responses to 
the landscape. 
Though Keckley is included as part of the White House party that ventures to the 
South on a sight-seeing trip, she sets herself apart in order to seek out her own goals when 
she states, “the President and those with him went to visit the forts and other scenes, while 
I wandered off by myself in search of those whom I had known in other days” (169). The 
war’s results, which are the attractive sights for the President’s company (damaged forts 
and battle fields), are traumatic for Keckley, who once knew this landscape as a home, not 
a combat zone transformed by “grim-visaged war” that “had brought many changes to the 
city so well known to [her] in the days of [her] youth” (169). This is a bizarre conundrum 
for Keckley––of course as a former slave she sympathized with the Union in the war, but 
she is deeply saddened by the effects of battle on Virginia, the seat of the Confederacy and 
her childhood home. Though she notes, “I found a number of old friends, [. . .] the greater 
portion of the population were strange to me. The scenes suggested painful memories, and 
I was not sorry to turn my back again upon the city” (169). The change in population 
implies the loss of life to the war, or potentially migration away from battle-torn 
landscapes. However, it is not only the scarred landscape and lack of recognition that 
causes Keckley pain, but the “memories” that are invoked by these scenes. This is a strange 
effect, because Keckley has just mentioned how much the land and people had changed 
since she had been there. What causes her remembrance then? And are the memories 
painful because the landscape is changed, or is she remembering painful episodes in her 
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life? It is difficult to parse out Keckley’s feelings in this passage; it is possible that the pain 
that she feels at remembering is a result of nostalgia for a space that is changed, indicating 
the impossibility of return home. 
If “nostalgic love can only survive in a long-distance relationship,” what does this 
mean for Keckley when she travels to visit her old master’s family (Boym 7)? What 
happens when the object of nostalgia gets thrown into the present? Boym suggests that 
“nostalgia is a double exposure, or a superimposition of two images—of home and abroad, 
of past and present, of dream and everyday life” and that when we try to force the 
paradoxical elements of nostalgia into the same space, “it breaks the frame or burns the 
surface” (7). Despite Keckley’s insistence that she longs to see the South and her former 
master’s family, and though she represents this reunion in terms of love and healing, 
elements of fracture break through her narrative. These “burns” on the surface of her 
representation reveal that her nostalgic longing for the South/Past cannot be complete and 
fulfilled by physically returning. Keckley has suffered from many losses––she lost her 
family, she lost time under slavery, she lost the ability to return home. Her insistence on 
the dearness of the past, on her love for her former masters, and on her desire to return to 
Virginia are surrogates for a wholeness she will not be able to enact when she returns.16 
 The love that Keckley expresses for the South/Past demonstrates that her 
experiences of slavery are an inextricable part of her identity. When her Northern friends 
criticize her for wishing to visit her former masters, Keckley chooses an interesting word 
to discuss her relationship to her memories as someone living in the North. She says, “To 
																																																						
16 Here Joseph Roach’s notion of surrogacy helps us understand Keckley’s insistence on returning to the past 
and why her journey is ultimately unsatisfying. Roach asserts, “Into the cavities created by loss through death 
or other forms of departure, I hypothesize, survivors attempt to fit satisfactory alternates. Because collective 
memory works selectively, imaginatively, and often perversely, surrogation rarely if ever succeeds” (2). 
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surrender it is to surrender the greatest part of my existence” (107). The word “surrender” 
echoes the very recent surrender of the South to the North in the war. And though that 
surrender was necessary, Keckley resists the idea that she should also surrender her 
memories from the South in order to live in the North as a freedwoman. The subtitle of the 
book, Thirty Years a Slave and Four Years in the White House, illustrates that the “greatest 
part” of her life, in terms of time, certainly belongs to the South. But her statement also 
indicates that her identity––her “existence”––is inextricably rooted in her time there. 
Keckley says that by surrendering her past in the South she would be surrendering 
“early impressions, friends, and the graves of my father, mother, and my son” (107). Here 
Keckley is discussing the past and her memories, which are both artifacts of time, but she 
connects them to concrete places when she mentions the graves of her family. In the sense 
that these loved ones have already died, they are in the past. But their graves exist in the 
present, and they are finite spaces. For her, to surrender the South and sever her relationship 
with it is to erase her past and make it impossible for her to retain those memories and 
associations. She claims, “so long as memory proves faithful, it is but natural that I should 
sigh to see them once more” (107). As long as she retains her memory, her temporal 
relationship to those past moments, Keckley insists that she will retain her desire to be 
physically present in that space. She wants to both physically and psychically visit the 
South and thereby her past. 
 When Keckley journeys South she encounters evidence that her nostalgic longing 
would not be fulfilled due to changes in the landscape. The first place where Keckley stops 
is a little village called New Market. She has missed her stop and must get off the train and 
find some way to travel back to her destination, Rude’s Hill. Her experience in New Market 
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is jarring. She describes the town as being “in a dilapidated condition; everything about it 
spoke plainly of the sad destruction of war” (120). She is anxious to leave, telling the 
landlord at a hotel, “I want to go as soon as possible. I should die if I had to stay all day in 
this lonely place” (120). Though she appears to have no trouble as a single black woman 
traveling in the South (she is treated with genteel respect and called “Aunty”), she is 
unsettled and uncomfortable in this war-wrecked town. It is not the South she knew or 
longed for. This reintroduction to the South is the first “burn” that indicates that her 
nostalgia for her old home would not be fulfilled. 
 Once Keckley arrives “home” with her former master’s family, she experiences 
nostalgia’s duality of love and pain in her interactions. When Keckley arrives to Rude’s 
Hill, she is received like an old friend by her former master’s family. The children she 
knew, now grown, rush to fix her breakfast, even though, as the mistress points out, they 
have a cook. Keckley remarks on the cook’s reaction to her treatment by the family, 
quoting, “I declar, I nebber did see people carry on so. Wonder if I should go off and stay 
two or three years, if all ob you wud hug and kiss me so when I cum back?” (122). Like 
the anecdote about the freedwoman wanting a shift from Mrs. Lincoln, Keckley seems to 
be differentiating herself from a simple woman who has not achieved Keckley’s social 
status. However, the cook and her comments are a rupture of the happy family dynamics 
taking place between Keckley and the Garlands. She is a reminder of the tenuous status 
that Keckley holds; she is a reminder of the past that is breaking through the performance 
they all participate in. Keckley includes this character and her comment to remind the 
reader that even though she has chosen to maintain a loving relationship with these people, 
the conditions of slavery in the South have not been erased. They are left over, remainders, 
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a double-exposure on the film. These fractures, paired with her representation of other 
former slaves, help us understand Keckley’s positioning of her memories in terms of 
nostalgia and self-formulation in the face of powerful institutions that were influencing her 
writing. 
Though Keckley demonstrates affection for her former masters’ family––in her 
youth she asks her mother to send her love to the whole family, “white and black”––
Keckley does not fail to implicate them in her suffering as an enslaved woman (41). When 
Keckley bought freedom for herself and her son, she left her elderly mother behind. She 
trusted the Garlands to care for her mother in her old age. After her mother’s death, Keckley 
returns to Virginia to look after the few things she left behind: 
As I did not visit my mother’s grave at the time, the Garlands were much surprised, 
but I offered no explanation. The reason is not difficult to understand. My mother 
was buried in a public ground, and the marks of her grave, as I learned, were so 
obscure that the spot could not have been readily designated. To look upon a grave, 
and not feel certain whose ashes repose beneath the sod, is painful, and the doubt 
which mystifies you, weakens the force, if not the purity, of the love-offering from 
the heart. Memory preserved a sunny picture of my mother’s face, and I did not 
wish to weave somber threads––threads suggestive of a deserted graveyard––into 
it, and thus impair its beauty. (240-1) 
 
The primary content of this passage is the lack of understanding between the Garlands and 
Keckley––despite their ties of affection and love, slavery forces a chasm between them that 
makes it impossible for the Garlands to comprehend Keckley’s experience, evident in her 
knowledge that she cannot make them understand. Their surprise is evidence of two things: 
that they would expect Keckley to respond to her mother’s death in much the same way a 
free white woman would, and that they do not see how their treatment of Keckley’s mother 
makes Keckley’s grieving more difficult. The fact that Keckley says that she did not offer 
an explanation indicates that she does not expect them to understand. However, she also 
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makes clear that her feelings are understandable and reasonable. She puts the impetus for 
the misunderstanding on the Garlands––they should understand why visiting an unmarked 
grave would be painful, but they are too far entrenched in their paradigm as slaveholders 
to be able to empathize with her fully.  
The loss that Keckley expresses in this passage is palpable; not only has she lost 
her mother, but she has lost the opportunity to mourn her mother. She places the 
responsibility for this loss on the Garlands––had they not enslaved her mother, had they 
treated her differently, she might not have been buried in an unmarked grave on public 
land. From her vantage point as a free woman she indicts not only the system of slavery, 
but the specific people who subjected her to slavery; the fact that her mother remained 
enslaved to the Garlands links Keckley intimately with slavery, even after she became a 
freewoman. Because of Keckley’s complex identities as a Northern freewoman, a former 
slave, a member and also not a member of the Garland family, and as a daughter and mother 
to those claimed by slavery and its war, we cannot simply read her as simply sympathetic 
or unsympathetic to slaveholders. Due to the temporally disorienting shifts from slavery to 
freedom, South to North, and the vacillations between them, her relationship to her past is 
one that can contain love, pain, anger, and confusion. 
 
Conclusion 
Though she might come under scrutiny for appearing to defend slavery in some 
cases or only using her memories of slavery to position herself as an upwardly-mobile 
capitalist, by narrating her life under slavery and recalling the experiences of other former 
slaves, Keckley is insisting on her membership in this group. She also insists on her identity 
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as a Southerner, despite pressure from the North to sever herself from it. All of these 
memories and memberships result in passages that might make us, as contemporary 
readers, uncomfortable, but for Keckley, they constitute a complex selfhood. 
In her compelling introduction to the 2016 edition of Behind the Scenes, Dolen 
Perkins-Valdez asks, "What does Elizabeth Keckly's life have to teach us?" Walking 
through the cemetery where Keckley's remains have been relocated, after having been 
buried in an unmarked grave, Perkins-Valdez recognizes Keckley's importance as a figure 
representative of her time, as one of the "unsung American heroes, people who have 
sustained our country. Each day, they woke up and toiled in the shadows" (xviii-xix). 
Keckley’s lifelong journey from enslaved to free, through career success and failure, across 
borders and boundaries, is in many ways indicative of black diaspora/displacement. Boym 
states that “for many displaced people from all over the world, creative rethinking of 
nostalgia was not merely an artistic device but a strategy for survival, a way of making 
sense of the impossibility of homecoming” (9). If we join Boym and consider nostalgia not 
as a crippling fantasy but as “creative rethinking” and “a strategy for survival,” we can 
broaden our reading of Keckley’s strange autobiography and discover the threads of 
connection to other black autobiographies of the period.  
Keckley’s expressions of nostalgia for the South and love for whites might seem 
troubling, but thinking about how time and space are processed through memory and 
identity helps us see what Keckley has to offer to a deeper understanding of what it meant 
to be black and a former slave in the nation’s capital during and after the war. Furthermore, 
we might come to recognize the influence of time on our own processes of self-narration 
and self-making in the face of intersecting forces of collective identities. In the following 
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chapter, I explore this process of self-narration and radical self-making from the 
perspective of a northern white woman, through Louisa May Alcott's Hospital Sketches. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
“A FORWARD MOVEMENT”: LOUISA MAY ALCOTT’S HOSPITAL SKETCHES 
AND THE RACIALIZED TEMPORALITY OF PROGRESS 
 
Introduction 
In the winter of 1862, as the Civil War’s reverberations were felt across the nation, 
Louisa May Alcott decided that she wanted something to do. From the moment she enrolled 
as a nurse in a Union hospital, Alcott kept journals of her experience, and shortly after her 
return, published them as Hospital Sketches (1863), characterizing herself as Tribulation 
Periwinkle, or “Trib.”17 Alcott begins her story in Massachusetts, describing Trib as a 
woman looking for a mission, who is struggling to find her place in the cause. She decides 
to fulfill her desire to participate in the war by becoming a nurse, and as soon as the decision 
is made, she claims, “I turned military at once” (4). In the following pages Alcott uses 
military vocabulary to describe Trib’s preparation for her trip, to comedic effect.  
However, once Trib embarks, she immediately encounters obstacles to her mobility 
because she is a single woman traveling alone and is not yet military personnel. For 
instance, she finds it difficult to get the information she needs to travel from Boston: “Like 
an energetic fly in a very large cobweb, I struggled through the State House, getting into 
all the wrong rooms and none of the right, till I turned desperate, and went into one, 
resolving not to come out till I’d made somebody hear and answer me” (7). She is 
physically out of place in the city, and the fact that she is merely a single woman, not yet a 
																																																						
17 Throughout this chapter I will use both “Alcott” and “Trib” as my subjects, understanding that given how 
Alcott frames Hospital Sketches as real events, true to her life, Trib functions as an avatar for Alcott’s 
experiences in the hospital. Sometimes I will use “Alcott” to distinguish moments when I am referring 
explicitly to how she constructs the narrative or character of Trib. 
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nurse, makes it almost impossible for her to move in the direction she needs. She even finds 
herself being condescended to by a “venerable creature of sixteen, who delivered [the 
papers] to me with such paternal directions, that it only needed a pat on the head and an 
encouraging––‘Now run home to your Ma, little girl, and mind the crossings, my dear,’ to 
make the illusion quite perfect” (11). Ultimately, she must get help from her brother-in-
law to find her train and embark on her journey. Luckily for Trib, though the war hospital 
would require much from her, the particular space of the hospital and temporality of the 
war would offer her new ranges of mobility. 
My reading of Hospital Sketches is in large part about the body––Trib’s intimacy 
with the male soldier body, her unprecedented proximity to black bodies, and her 
experience of bodily freedoms in her new space. However, my analysis also hinges on how 
time and space limit, control, and construct how the body can move. Overall, I argue that 
the temporal zone of the war hospital––“battle time”––offers Trib opportunity for forward 
movement, as a woman. By forward movement I mean literal physical mobility, an increase 
in social standing, and the space to speak progressively. For example, Trib has more 
physical and social mobility in the hospital than she does when we observe her in Concord 
or Boston. In the hospital she is also forward in her speech, by which I mean “ardent, eager, 
spirited, zealous” or “presumptuous, pert; bold, immodest” (Oxford English Dictionary). 
This new mobility, in turn, offers her potentially scandalous proximity to bodies, such as 
the naked male soldier and black servant bodies. Due to the particularities of battle time, 
however, this access serves to empower Trib rather than put her reputation at stake.  
This empowerment, a type of forward movement, allows Trib to stake her claim in 
the social environment of the war hospital. She uses her position in the hospital to assert 
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her abolitionist rhetoric, and in turn uses her identity as an abolitionist to position herself 
as a progressive woman, at the forefront of contemporary ideologies. Throughout the 
narrative, Trib encounters the subjects of her political activism––the black servants in the 
hospital and black residents of Washington. She distinctively characterizes black people as 
stuck in a previous time, and she uses this temporal distance between herself and them as 
leverage to propel her forward. Trib must construct temporal distance between herself and 
the black people she encounters in order to eliminate the connection black people and white 
women shared in being denied full personhood, thereby dissociating “the woman question” 
from “the race question” that would both inevitably arise after the war was over. In moving 
forward, Trib is inevitably holding some others back. 
 
Battle Time and Political Identity 
 The particular temporality relevant to my study here is “battle time,” as articulated 
by Cheryl A. Wells in Civil War Time: Temporality & Identity in America, 1861–1865 
(2005). Wells formulates battle time in relationship to “clock time,” which according to 
theorists such as Thomas Allen and Lloyd Pratt performs the standardization and 
mechanization of American life, eventually resulting in nationalist narratives of time and 
modernity. Battle time resists clock time “because other times often disrupted, displaced, 
co-opted, and contested [clock time]. Biological time, for example, trumped clock time: 
ailments, illnesses, and diseases functioned on schedules independent of the clock” (Wells 
75). Though those in charge of war hospitals often attempted to impose clock time on the 
activities of nurses, “surgeons failed to consistently regulate, coordinate, or dictate the 
rhythms and patterns of work,” as nurses responded to the demands of bodies that needed 
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immediate attention or battles that controlled the ebb and flow of patients, regardless of the 
hospital’s schedule (Wells 71).  
Battle time also inevitably restricts leisure time; when one might be called to the 
front at any given moment, she is never truly off-duty. However, for Alcott, this restriction 
of leisure and insistence on full-time military participation served to offer her new 
opportunities. As a wealthy white woman and a member of a well-known Boston family, 
Alcott would have been expected to participate in domestic duties, leisure activities 
appropriate for a single woman, and never to move about the public world 
unaccompanied.18 The demands of battle time, in the particular space of the war hospital, 
release Trib from some of these restrictions and make it possible for her to exercise more 
freedom because her time was not her own; like the soldiers she tends, her time belongs to 
the war. 
Battle time opened many doors for Alcott, including offering her a new arena to 
vocalize her “forward” opinions. In some ways, this opportunity launched her career, as 
Hospital Sketches was her first commercial success. One of the clearest examples of 
Alcott’s authorial self-determination is through the assertive abolitionist identity that she 
develops throughout the narrative. It was not uncommon for wealthy white women to 
participate vocally in abolitionism, and Alcott’s family members were prominent 
abolitionists in New England. Karen Sanchez-Eppler, in Touching Liberty: Abolition, 
Feminism, and the Politics of the Body (1993), analyzes the rhetoric of the abolition and 
																																																						
18 Patricia Murphy’s Time is of the Essence: Temporality, Gender, and the New Woman (2001) points to the 
material limitations on women’s time, such as being restricted to domestic spaces. According to cultural 
geographer Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris, “no respectable 19th-century middle- or upper-class woman would 
be seen in public unescorted” (104). 
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women’s rights movements, noting how they often worked together towards the cause of 
freedom:  
from the early 1830s through the Civil War, [. . .] assumptions of a metaphorical 
and fleshless political identity were disrupted and unmasked through the 
convergence of two rhetorics of social protest: the abolitionist concern with 
claiming personhood for the racially distinct and physically owned slave body, and 
the feminist concern with claiming personhood for the sexually distinct and 
domestically circumscribed female body. (1) 
 
Though Alcott employs both abolitionist and women’s rights rhetoric in the text, I argue 
that her political ideas collide with the physical reality of black life in a way that illuminates 
the distinction between these two ideological camps. Abolitionism, once a political position 
that Alcott could hold far away from the “action” of slavery and war, was now embodied 
in the black residents of Washington and black servants in the hospital. Thus, Alcott must 
re-articulate her abolitionism in the battle-time context. This shift in Alcott’s self-
articulation is happening as the ideologies around union, the nation, and slavery are also 
changing with the tides of war.19 
 As the war progressed, the rhetoric of abolitionism evolved; by the end of the war, 
the causes of the Union and the abolitionists had begun to meld, which inevitably changed 
the rhetoric of abolitionism from one of pure sympathy and a desire to put an end to 
suffering, to one of nationalism, rooted in a perception of whiteness that was untainted by 
proximity to black bodies through the slave system.20 In her book on the body, race, and 
violence in the Civil War, Franny Nudelman explains this shift: 
																																																						
19 For more recent scholarship on feminism and abolitionism, see Christine Stansell’s The Feminist Promise 
(2010), which I discuss in the conclusion to this chapter. 
20 Whiteness as a category of analysis springs from the growth of critical race studies since the 1990s. While 
many theorists agree that race is a social construct, whiteness stands for the abstract and tangible privileges 
afforded to bodies that are deemed white, which come to be defined against non-white bodies. For more, see 
Critical White Studies edited by Richard Delgado. 
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Abolitionists disseminated the pain of slaves in an effort to build a community that 
would put an end to slavery. But as the war approached and the cause of antislavery 
dovetailed with a growing sectional antagonism, violence began to appear to 
abolitionists and others as a solution to the conflicts at hand. In the context of war, 
the insistent abstraction of violence, performed by sympathy and nationalism alike, 
goes hand in hand with its actual proliferation: the martyred bodies of slaves and 
soldiers fuel an apocalyptic nationalism that takes violence as the basis for 
collectivity rather than imagining collectivity as a means of putting suffering to rest. 
(39) 
 
The “dovetailing” of abolitionism and nationalism demonstrates the potential for an 
ideology such as abolitionism to evolve and to encapsulate more than just the pursuit of 
racial justice. As Trib moves forward into new spaces where she encounters bodies, both 
black and white, she narrates her self, making and re-making her abolitionist identity. 
Ultimately, Trib’s abolitionism functions as a tool to generate social capital for herself so 
that she can move forward. She takes up the nationalist, progressive narrative of 
abolitionism, described above, at the expense of more radical racial justice. 
 In the case of Hospital Sketches, the war hospital is the particular time/space 
construction that both constrains Trib’s body and is the arena where she can exert 
exceptional mobility and agency. This duality serves to liberate Trib so that she can 
participate in the war effort as an abolitionist, but her abolitionism takes on the increasingly 
militaristic and nationalistic tack of the Union cause, which results in the temporal 
displacement of black people. This chapter will explore how Alcott goes about constructing 
this abolitionist identity through her participation in the preservation of whiteness in her 
nursing, her identification with the abolitionist cause, and her disjointed temporal 
relationship with black people. 
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“take off my body and work in my soul:” Self-determination and the White Body 
As suggested above, the war hospital affords Trib new ranges of motion. She is able 
to move freely about the hospital; she is treated with respect as a participant in the functions 
of the hospital; and she has opportunities to experience closeness to male bodies. These 
new freedoms require Trib to reassess her place in the social environment of the hospital 
and make conscious decisions about how to use her body. She must decide what her 
relationship is to the soldiers––is she a mother, a wife, a sister? I suggest that she identifies 
with the soldiers as a fellow combatant. She often refers to herself in military terms and 
negotiates the potentially erotic proximity to men by using the necessities of battle time to 
establish herself as a comrade. However, she is still a nurse, and in the hospital this gives 
her more mobility and freedom than even the soldiers enjoy. Her special duty as a nurse to 
care for and defend her fellow soldiers is best exemplified by her resistance to the callous 
dissection of the surgeon, discussed below. By identifying with the soldiers and defending 
their autonomy, Trib is asserting her own autonomy and personhood. 
Just as Trib finds more autonomy in the war hospital, Alcott’s act of publishing 
Hospital Sketches was an exercise in literary expression that was innovative for a woman 
in her time. Scholars have recognized Hospital Sketches as an important text for charting 
new ground for women writers. Feminist critics such as Daniela Daniele, Jane E. Schultz, 
and Elizabeth Young have drawn attention to its strong voice on the topic of women’s 
rights. War nurses like Trib, who claims to be “a woman’s rights woman,” found 
themselves with more self-determination than typically afforded them before the war (9). 
The war hospital gender dynamics determined that, as Daniele argues, “the increasing 
emasculation of soldiers in hospital wards grew parallel with the gradual empowerment 
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and self-reliance of these female workers” (3). This empowerment and the freedoms it 
granted meant that women writing their hospital stories could exert more narrative control 
over their own bodies and identities, as constructed through their nurse personas (Schultz, 
“Embattled Care”). 
 This claim to experiential authority is common in Civil War nurse narratives, and 
Alcott is often credited with launching this genre with Hospital Sketches. However, Alcott 
seems to be aware that her authority may be questioned because she is a woman writer. 
She prefaces the chapter “A Forward Movement” by noting, “I add some of the notes made 
by the way, hoping that they will amuse the reader, and convince the skeptical that such a 
being as Nurse Periwinkle does exist, that she really did go to Washington, and that these 
Sketches are not romance” (12). Part of this impulse to prove herself comes from the 
obstacles to narrative authority she faces as a woman. According to Michael Nelson, before 
Hospital Sketches, though women often read wartime correspondence, they rarely wrote it 
themselves. So, though proof of personal experience is a commonplace in war writing, it 
is especially necessary for Alcott to prove she has the authority to speak about the events.21  
As suggested above, the very proximity to soldier-patients that Alcott must assert 
in order to claim her authorial voice becomes a problem when her position as a woman 
means that she would have been seen as licentious for touting her physical intimacy with 
male bodies. Trib finds herself in situations that ordinarily would be scandalous––for 
instance, undressing and bathing the wounded men. This situation required nurses to enact 
																																																						
21 Kate McLoughlin, editor of The Cambridge Companion to War Writing, explains that though news would 
often get to readers days or weeks after the fact, “what is significant is the effort made to render the links in 
the chain of information exchange as strong as possible [. . .] modern war correspondence, from its 
beginnings, has had a primary objective – to achieve believability through an ethos based on autopsy or 
firsthand experience” (47-8). 
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“a passionless modesty impermeable to the gallant attentions of their patients” (Daniele 3). 
In Hospital Sketches, the “passionless” attitude Trib must embody often takes the form of 
military professionalism that is demanded by the temporal conditions of the war. Daneen 
Wardrop suggests that Alcott employs a rhetorical mode called “tonal immediacy,” which 
uses “rhetorical tactics of deflection and indirection” to divert reader attention away from 
the scandalous nature of some of her escapades (23). Wardrop suggests that this style did 
more than demonstrate authority; tonal immediacy made it possible for Alcott to do and 
write activities that otherwise would have been completely unavailable to women (23). 
Trib’s tenure at the war hospital not only grants her more physical mobility; it allows both 
her and Alcott more license with her words.  
We see a shift in Trib’s experience of movement as soon as she arrives at the 
hospital. When Trib first arrives at the “Hurly-Burly House” hospital, she pauses and 
wonders if she will be questioned or detained before she can enter the building, as she had 
run into such obstacles while trying to move about in Boston. However, she recollects, 
“Marching boldly up the steps, I found that no form was necessary, for the men fell back, 
the guard touched their caps, a boy opened the door, and, as it closed behind me, I felt that 
I was fairly started, and Nurse Periwinkle’s Mission was begun” (19). Immediately upon 
her arrival, she is no longer the “energetic fly” or the “little girl” out of place in the city; 
she is a nurse, which allows her passage into and through the hospital unencumbered by 
male escort and unobstructed by paternalism. Though much is required of Trib, she is also 
given new liberties. She is swiftly made the head nurse for the night shift, which allows 
her to roam the halls alone after dark. She reflects on the particular experiences this 
assignment afforded her: “It was a strange life––asleep half the day, exploring Washington 
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the other half, and all night hovering, like a massive cherubim, in a red rigolette22 over the 
slumbering sons of man. I liked it, and found many things to amuse, instruct, and interest 
me” (34). During her time as a nurse, Trib is not met with the same suspicion, 
condescension, and indifference that she encountered in Boston.   
 Though Trib experiences new ranges of mobility in the hospital, she must still 
negotiate potentially erotic or improper situations as she encounters them. Early in the text, 
just as Trib starts her tenure at the hospital, another nurse hands her a bar of soap and some 
rags and delivers what Trib describes as “appalling directions” to undress and scrub down 
the dirty soldiers just arrived from the battlefield. The following passage demonstrates 
Trib’s internal conflict and her process of deciding how to respond to this request:  
If she had requested me to shave them all, or dance a horn-pipe on the stove funnel, 
I should have been less staggered; but to scrub some dozen lords of creation at a 
moment’s notice, was really––really––. However, there was no time for nonsense, 
and, having resolved when I came to do everything I was bid, I drowned my 
scruples in my washbowl, clutched my soap manfully, and, assuming a business-
like air, made a dab at the first dirty specimen I saw, bent on performing my task vi 
et armis if necessary. (23) 
 
Here Trib gestures to the social mores that would have made her physical proximity to 
naked men inappropriate. Trib’s shock at the request shows that she understands the 
scandalous nature of her work. The break in syntax at "really––really––" is especially 
telling; Trib implies that the situation is so unprecedented and is such a challenge to her 
propriety that she cannot even describe it. However, the moment of decision comes rapidly; 
Trib is quick to pick up the soap and set herself to the task because “there was no time for 
nonsense.” She calls on the nature of time in the hospital to both excuse her for touching 
naked men and for doing so with so little hesitation. She also implies that she is acting on 
																																																						
22 A light knitted or crocheted woolen scarf, typically worn as a head-covering (OED). 
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orders, much like the soldiers themselves, which is another result of her functioning in 
battle time. The final lines here demonstrate that Trib is taking an active role in charting 
new territory by using her body in new ways. When she describes herself or her actions as 
“manful” and “business-like,” she is positioning herself so that she can work with these 
men as a fellow soldier in the cause, and not just as a domesticating female force. These 
interactions with the men allow her to build relationships with them based on what they 
have in common––their personhood. However, I argue that the personhood that Trib is 
elevating and protecting in her narrative is specifically white. 
In her service to these white bodies, Trib is helping to protect and ensure that they 
not endangered by further bodily violence of the kind that was typically reserved for black 
bodies. The clearest example of this racial anxiety is located in the amputated limb. Trib 
quotes one amputee saying, “Lord! what a scramble there’ll be for arms and legs, when we 
old boys come out of our graves, on the Judgment Day: wonder if we shall get our own 
again? If we do, my leg will have to tramp from Fredericksburg, my arm from here, I 
suppose, and meet my body, wherever it may be” (25). The biblical notion that one would 
physically resurrect on the apocalyptic Judgment Day might have been common 
understanding among Christian folk of the time, but the question of how one’s body would 
reassemble if the pieces were scattered across the country was a new worry brought on by 
the particular carnage of war. This question springs from a broader concern about the 
relationship between one’s body and one’s soul. While most Christians of the time were 
under the impression that the person is more than just their physical body, this conception 
of bodily resurrection indicates that the body was connected to the soul in some way. The 
other anxiety posed in this question––that one might get a random leg that did not belong 
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to him––stems from the worry over bodies of all types stacked in graves or left on the 
battle-field. Never had so many white men been thrown together in such close proximity; 
non-white men had, of course, seen such conditions in slave ships and coffles. Whiteness 
hinges on personal autonomy and the sacredness of the individual––mass graves disrupt 
this entitlement to individual autonomy. 
 Through this anxiety about the loss of autonomy and the vulnerability of the white 
male body appears a villain: the surgeon. Alcott paints a picture of the surgeon as maniacal 
and heartless: “The more intricate the wound, the better he liked it. A poor private, with 
both legs off, and shot through the lungs, possessed more attractions for him than a dozen 
generals, slightly scratched in some ‘masterly retreat;’ and had any one appeared in small 
pieces, requesting to be put back together again, he would have considered it a special 
dispensation” (29). Trib recalls moments when she needed the surgeon’s assistance, and 
he was loath to remove himself from an amputation for his sheer delight. Whether Trib 
takes issue with the surgeon’s callous approach to what was a very painful experience for 
the soldier, or whether she sees the surgeon as an antagonist, the surgeon’s mechanical 
approach to amputation looks more like the process of dissection than medical care.  
In the nineteenth century, doctors and medical students often dug up the graves of 
criminals and black people in order to dissect their bodies for research.23 Nudelman calls 
the dissection of black bodies “a form of racial violence that represented the power of the 
anatomist to divorce body and identity, thus rendering the corpse useful to the community. 
It resembled slavery, which employed the threat of violence to extract the body’s resources 
and deny self-possession to the enslaved individual” (9). Though Trib never explicitly calls 
																																																						
23 See Harriet A. Washington’s Medical Apartheid: The Dark History of Medical Experimentation on Black 
Americans from Colonial Times to the Present (2006). 
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the surgeon’s work “dissection,” she is suspect of the joy that he takes in surgery. His love 
of “cutting, sawing, patching and piecing” reduces the patients to their parts, which is why 
dissection is such a violation––because it denies the humanity of the subject (29). Trib’s 
criticism of the surgeon’s practices is constructed in response to white anxiety about 
undergoing a form of bodily violence that was often reserved for non-whites, upholding 
the distinction between those who were entitled to personal autonomy and those who were 
not. 
 Through exercising her new range of motion as a nurse, Trib identifies with her 
patients as fellow soldiers. She encounters the bodily anxiety of white soldiers and works 
to mend them––drawing together the physical and spiritual elements of their persons and 
making clear that the individual is sacred, the man is autonomous, and that she is dedicated 
to fighting against the disassembly of the soldiers’ persons through the callous dissection 
of the surgeon. All of these tasks, enabled by Trib’s exercise of her new mobility, serve to 
reinforce the whiteness of the soldiers and her own entitlement to individual autonomy as 
a white woman. The hospital offers her another opportunity to assert her self-determination 
through her expression of her abolitionist identity. 
 
“take some care for these black souls:” Constructing an Abolitionist Identity 
Trib comes to Washington with a clear awareness of the ideological battle of 
abolitionism and its opponents. She notes, “Having been warned not to be too rampant on 
the subject of slavery, as secesh principles flourished even under the shadow of Father 
Abraham, I had endeavored to walk discreetly, and curb my unruly member; looking about 
me with all my eyes the while, and saving up the result of my observations for future use” 
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(58). This warning is gendered: “walk discreetly” and “curb my unruly member” (her 
tongue) are manners imposed on otherwise too-opinionated women.24 The passive 
approach of looking instead of speaking is one that Alcott had no doubt encountered at 
various times in her life. However, Trib makes clear that she is not interested in following 
these dicta; she is quick to disregard this advice and allow her voice to rise up against the 
“secesh principles” she encounters. Part of the freedom that Trib enjoys in the hospital is a 
license to articulate her strong political opinions and construct an identity around this 
progressive ideology. She expresses herself vehemently in this context, against any anti-
union and anti-abolition sentiments and on behalf of the black people in her vicinity, some 
of whom might have been former slaves or “contraband.”25 However, Trib’s choice to 
position herself in the hospital as an abolitionist has more to do with furthering the northern 
cause and her own individual progress as a woman than addressing the racial injustices she 
sees. 
Trib is quick to demonstrate that her abolitionism sets her apart in the hospital, and 
she seems eager that her comrades and readers perceive her in this way. Interestingly, 
despite the fact that she was warned of encountering anti-abolitionist sentiments, Trib 
declares, “I expected to have to defend myself from accusations of a prejudice against 
color; but was surprised to find things just the other way, and daily shocked some neighbor 
by treating the blacks as I did the whites” (58). Here Trib sets herself apart from the other 
soldiers and nurses in the hospital, suggesting that she, more than anyone else, embodies 
																																																						
24 Conduct books aimed at training young women to navigate high society closely prescribed how women 
should speak in public. Emily Thornwell’s 1856 The Lady’s Guide to Perfect Gentility recommends 
“conversing with modesty and simplicity,” “beware of talking too much,” and to “avoid even the appearance 
of pedantry” (145-7). 
25 Many slaves sought protection behind Union lines. By 1863,10,000 former slaves had traveled to 
Washington, primarily from Maryland and Virginia. These former slaves were referred to as “contraband” 
of the war (“Living Contraband”). 
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abolitionist principles. Her expectation that her interactions with black people might raise 
questions of prejudice indicates that either she has had little contact with black people 
and/or that she believes it possible to be more racially enlightened than she is. However, 
she makes clear that her behavior towards black people was unusual and unexpected, and 
in fact drew attention to her. 
Trib explains how the other white people in the hospital responded to the black 
people they encountered, demonstrating how much more prejudiced they are than her: “The 
men would swear at the ‘darkies,’ would put two gs into negro, and scoff at the idea of any 
good coming from such trash. The nurses were willing to be served by the colored people, 
but seldom thanked them, never praised, and scarcely recognized them in the street” (58). 
These descriptions serve to prove how peculiar and upstanding Trib’s own responses to the 
black people were. However, the force of her argument is somewhat blunted by her 
flaunting the words of the soldiers and actions of the nurses. She deflects any connection 
with these monikers of prejudice by using quotation marks around “darkies” and describing 
her way around “the n word,” but there is a certain sort of pleasure that she appears to take 
in comparing her actions to these. There is also a kind of pleasure for the white reader of 
these recollections; white readers can join Trib in feeling good about the fact that they do 
not use these words either.  
When Trib encounters these moments of political tension in the hospital, she takes 
the opportunity to establish her position as an abolitionist. Upon seeing prejudices against 
black people, Trib claims, “the blood of two generations of abolitionists waxed hot in my 
veins, and, at the first opportunity, proclaimed itself, and asserted the right of free speech 
as doggedly as the irrepressible Folsom herself” (58-9). Here Trib claims not only her own 
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position as an abolitionist, but connects that identity to her family and a kind of generational 
bequeathing of ideology. Here Trib also compares herself to famous female abolitionist 
Abby Folsom and asserts her right to “free speech,” which of course was meant to protect 
citizens from retaliation based on their personal speech. It is significant that Trib insists on 
being included as a citizen, because women were not afforded every type of right protected 
under the constitution. Her abolitionist speeches serve to establish her own rights as an 
autonomous citizen.  
Alcott describes one particular ideological battle at length: Trib gives a verbal 
lashing to a fellow nurse who expresses disgust at her level of physical comfort with a 
black baby: 
a Virginia woman standing by elevating her most prominent feature, with a sniff of 
disapprobation, exclaiming: ‘Gracious, Miss P.! how can you? I’ve been here six 
months, and never so much as touched the little toad with a poker.’ 
‘More shame for you, ma’am,’ responded Miss P.; and, with the natural perversity 
of a Yankee, followed up the blow by kissing ‘the toad,’ with ardor. His face was 
providentially as clean and shiny as if his mamma had just polished it up with a 
corner of her apron and a drop from the tea-kettle spout. (59) 
 
Here Trib is using this woman’s response as a springboard for demonstrating her own 
position as the kind of person who is comfortable holding and kissing a black baby, despite 
the expected level of shock and disgust. Trib’s choice to kiss the baby is clearly motivated 
by her desire to shock the Virginian woman, not necessarily out of affection for the baby 
itself. She describes this act as “perverse,” attributing it to her identity as a “Yankee,” 
indicating that she did it merely to be contrary. The qualifier “providentially” implies that 
it was just as likely, if not more, that the baby’s face would be dirty, and Trib imagines a 
mammy-like scene where the busy black mother wipes her baby’s face with her apron and 
kettle-water, as opposed to a clean cloth and soap. In fact, Trib’s expectation that the baby’s 
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face might be dirty also draws attention to his dark skin and the presumption that dark faces 
meant dirty faces. This scene demonstrates that Trib’s very conscious articulation of her 
abolitionist identity often has more to do with shaping how she is perceived than with 
changing the racial paradigm of the hospital. 
Trib’s reflection following this kiss continues to show her particular approach to 
abolitionism:  
This rash act, and the anti-slavery lecture that followed, while one hand stirred gruel 
for sick America, and the other hugged baby Africa, did not produce the cheering 
result which I fondly expected; for my comrade henceforth regarded me as a 
dangerous fanatic, and my protegé nearly came to his death by insisting on 
swarming up stairs to my room, on all occasions, and being walked on like a little 
black spider. (59) 
 
Trib’s description of her double-action of taking care of “sick America” and “baby Africa” 
demonstrates her dual-duty as a nurse in the hospital. As an abolitionist, it is Trib’s duty to 
take part in the war, which was about ending slavery, by both nursing the soldiers and 
practicing her principles as an abolitionist through showing her lack of disgust regarding 
physical intimacy with black bodies. However, the force of Trib’s actions is tempered by 
the result; her “rash act” and lecture make little impact other than to solidify Trib’s 
reputation as an extremist in the eyes of this woman and it does the baby no good. Her kiss 
backfires by causing the baby to take an inconvenient liking to her; she compares the baby 
to “a little black spider” that is in danger of being trampled. Her affection for the baby does 
not help his status; if anything, it puts him in further harm. It seems that in telling this story, 
Alcott is more concerned with showing Trib’s character than making a political statement 
about the nature or conditions of black people in the hospital. 
 Trib soon finds another opportunity to exercise her abolitionist sentiments––this 
time not in favor of black people, but against a southern rebel. One of her patients points 
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out a mud-covered red-head and tells her that the man is a Confederate, upon which Trib 
emphatically tells her readers,  
I regret to say that I did not deliver a moral sermon upon the duty of forgiving our 
enemies, and the sin of profanity, then and there; but, being a red-hot Abolitionist, 
stared fixedly at the tall rebel, who was a copperhead, in every sense of the word, 
and privately resolved to put soap in his eyes, rub his nose the wrong way, and 
excoriate his cuticle generally, if I had the washing of him. (25) 
 
Here is a point at which Trib explicitly notes that her abolitionism aligns with the Union 
cause against the rebels. She claims that it is her identity as “a red-hot Abolitionist” that 
fuels her desire to cause physical pain to the rebel. We can see how Trib’s abolitionist 
identity and her northern identity are intertwined; she makes clear that her enmity for the 
rebel is not merely because she is a Northern woman and therefore an enemy of the South, 
but also because to be an abolitionist is to be on the side of the Union. It is a passage that 
is no doubt intended to be funny, but it reveals something deeper about the role abolitionism 
plays in Trib’s identity and in her participation in the war. 
 Trib’s journey from Boston also reveals her particular northern perspective on the 
south and the war cause. She takes note of her changing environment in the form of a 
travelogue. Her observations demonstrate the contrast between the more civilized and clean 
northern landscape and the chaotic and dirty south. In her descriptions, black people are 
included as objects that help set the tone for the environment. For example, she describes 
Baltimore as “A big, dirty, shippy, shiftless place, full of goats, geese, colored people, and 
coal, at least the part of it I see” (16). This description is overall, unfavorable, and is itself 
cluttered with objects. The ships, coal, animals, and “colored people” contribute to the 
feeling that Baltimore is “big,” “dirty,” and “shiftless.” Black people are used here as 
fixtures, listed alongside animals, which implies that the presence and purpose of black 
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people in these descriptions is not to note how people live in the south, but how non-person 
objects like the environment and animals contribute to the landscape.  
As Trib travels further south, she continues to note the “shiftlessness” of the 
southern landscape, which she notes, “would have caused a New England farmer much 
disgust, and a strong desire to ‘buckle to,’ and ‘right up’ things. Dreary little houses, with 
chimneys built outside, with clay and rough sticks piled crosswise, as we used to build cob 
towers, stood in barren looking fields, with cow, pig, or mule lounging about the door” 
(17). These comments on the lack of order in the rural lands of the south as compared to 
the north help to paint a picture of the north and its people as more tidy, clean, and civilized 
than those dwelling in the south. Again, immediately following this passage, black people 
are employed as parts of the landscape: “We often passed colored people, looking as if they 
had come out of a picture book, or off the stage, but not at all the sort of people I’d been 
accustomed to see at the North” (17). Here black people are caricatures, animated from the 
pages of a book or from the stage, existing to add color (so to speak) to the landscape, or 
to entertain the observer. Trib’s final comment here, that the black people she saw were 
not “the sort of people I’d been accustomed to see at the North” could be read several 
different ways. She could mean that black people were different in the north, which might 
not be surprising. Alcott herself would have seen well-known black abolitionists speak at 
meetings, and most of the black people she would have encountered would have been free, 
not slaves. Or, she could have meant that the black people that she saw in the south were 
distinctly unlike the general white population of the north. Either way, the characters that 
she describes here align not with her conception of real black people she had actually met 
in the north, but with the over-simplified and stereotyped figures of minstrel shows. The 
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fact that Trib makes a distinction between black people in the north and south is significant 
for how she interacts with them in the hospital, and how she chooses to position herself in 
relationship to them. 
 
“of heaven, or of hoe-cakes:” the Black Body in Time 
 The narrative tool of describing black people as a function of the environment not 
only serves to differentiate Trib’s experience of the north and south, but to make temporal 
distinctions between herself, as a modern individual, and the black people as figures that 
abide in a more primitive temporal zone. Trib’s inclination to describe black people as a 
part of the landscape persists as she begins her work in the hospital. At one point during 
her work, Trib describes herself as “hopelessly entangled in a knot of colored sisters 
coming to wash” (22). This brief passage shows Trib’s proximity to black bodies, which 
seems to be unprecedented in her life up until this point. The verb “entangled” suggests 
that she is stuck and cannot get away from the “knot of colored sisters,” who are impeding 
her way and making it difficult for her to work. Here these women function as an amusing 
obstacle to Trib’s industriousness as a nurse. By describing them as a “knot,” Trib makes 
them part of the “hurly burly” landscape, not necessarily fellow workers in the hospital.  
 Trib makes note of the exciting war-time hustle and bustle of the capital city while 
she is there. When she is forced to take a break from her work due to an illness, she takes 
the time to observe her surroundings. She notes the impressive officers and other high-
class inhabitants of Washington, including President Lincoln himself. She also records the 
gritty elements of the city, including pack mules and pigs. It is here that she pauses to 
describe the nature of the black people that she is noticing: 
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But more interesting than officers, ladies, mules, or pigs, were my colored brothers 
and sisters, because so unlike the respectable members of society I’d known in 
moral Boston. Here was the genuine article –– no, not the genuine article at all, we 
must go to Africa for that –– but the sort of creatures generations of slavery have 
made them: obsequious, trickish, lazy and ignorant, yet kind-hearted, merry-
tempered, quick to feel and accept the least token of the brotherly love which is 
slowly teaching the white hand to grasp the black, in this great struggle for the 
liberty of both the races. (57-8) 
 
As previously mentioned, Trib choosing to describe black people in conjunction with mules 
and pigs makes an unfavorable comparison between these people and the work animals. 
Again, Trib notices a distinction between the character of the black people as compared 
with people she knew back home in Boston, this time choosing to distinguish them by 
calling the northerners “respectable” and “moral,” “unlike” the black people. Instead, these 
black people are described as the “genuine article,” like an artifact in a museum, as if Trib 
is not merely traveling into the south but also time-traveling to an earlier period when such 
people existed. She then qualifies that these black people are not “genuine” as they might 
be if they were in Africa, but are mutations of that “genuine article,” produced by the 
unfavorable conditions of slavery. The following description echoes the tropes of minstrel 
shows: lazy tricksters and child-like, simple-minded people prone to grinning and 
dancing.26 Trib’s references to minstrel-like characteristics categorizes black people as 
more primitive and childish, therefore occupying an earlier temporal zone than Trib herself. 
This also serves to place black people in a static time-frame; they are frozen, like characters 
on a stage, repeating the same performances daily. 
																																																						
26 Robert Nowatzki discusses the common ground between abolitionist rhetoric and minstrel shows in 
Representing African Americans in Transatlantic Abolitionism and Blackface Minstrelsy (2010). He claims 
that abolitionists often coopted representations from minstrel shows in their documents and even encouraged 
slaves and ex-slaves to enact minstrel characteristics like exaggerated accents when they recounted their 
stories to an audience, in order to appeal to the white viewers’ preconceptions about blackness. 
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Temporal displacement of black people is what anthropologist Johannes Fabian 
calls a denial of “coevalness” to the Other, historically common in anthropological 
discourse. Fabian defines this process as “a persistent and systematic tendency to place the 
referent(s) of anthropology in a Time other than the present of the producer of 
anthropological discourse” (31). The anthropologist effects this temporal distancing 
because of the impossibility of two bodies occupying the same space at the same time. One 
solution is to remove the Other to a different space, which we certainly see with the 
physical removal of colonized peoples, but Fabian suggests that the preferred strategy is to 
displace the Other in a different time (30). He notes, “Labels that connote temporal 
distancing need not have explicitly temporal references (such as cyclical or repetitive). 
Adjectives like mythical, ritual, or even tribal, will serve the same function” to deny the 
Other coevalness with the subject (30). In the case of Hospital Sketches, Trib adopts this 
particular anthropological discourse as she reports on the landscape and people of the 
south. Through this proto-ethnographic process, she narratively displaces black people into 
a different temporal zone so that she can occupy a distinct time from them, even as they 
share the same space. The caricature of black people that Trib employs is a tool for this 
distance and displacement. 
 This caricature of black people is typically employed as comic relief, which is 
especially notable in passages that discuss black children. Like the black baby whom she 
kisses in the kitchen, other black children are described as animalistic, like Joey, a six-year-
old “contraband” with “a little woolly head,” who is sometimes used to send messages; 
after one such correspondence, Trib writes, “the imp scuttled away, singing like a 
blackbird” (21). In another case, Trib is explaining how dismal her room was, and how 
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even the small comforts she had went missing: “the apples like all worldly riches, took to 
themselves wings and flew away; whither no man could tell, though certain black imps 
might have thrown light upon the matter, had not the plaintiff in the case been loth to add 
another to the many trials of long-suffering Africa” (50). Here, Trib not only continues to 
characterize black children as pests (though funny ones); she uses the occasion to 
demonstrate that she is sympathetic to them and chalks their thievery up to the poor moral 
circumstances slavery has thrust upon them. However, the phrase “long-suffering Africa” 
rings hollow here, when the reader is imagining a grinning, sticky-fingered trickster 
sneaking into Trib’s room to snatch apples, even though they are presumably well fed and 
cared for in the hospital. These depictions of black children serve to imply that they are 
prone to godlessness and lawlessness. White children are absent from the narrative, which 
also might indicate how un-childlike the black children were (what kind of place is a war 
hospital for a child?) and why they were less like innocent children and more like tricky 
little demons.  
 In sum, the final passage that explicitly deals with Trib's observations of black 
people shows that her own sympathy for them is framed by their ultimate dependence on 
white instruction and aid: 
Much as the lady boys and saucy girls tormented me, I liked them, and found that 
any show of interest or friendliness brought out the better traits, which live in the 
most degraded and forsaken of us all. I liked their cheerfulness, for the dreariest 
gossiped and grinned all the way out, when night set her free from drudgery. The 
girls romped with their dusky sweet-hearts, or tossed their babies, with the tender 
pride that makes mother-love a beautifier to the homeliest face. The men and boys 
sang and whistled all day long; and often as I held my watch, the silence of the 
night was sweetly broken by some chorus from the street, full of ready melody, 
whether the song was of heaven, or of hoe-cakes; and, as I listened, I felt that we 
never should doubt nor despair concerning a race which, through such griefs and 
wrongs, still clings to this good gift, and seems to solace with it the patient hearts 
that wait and watch and hope until the end. (58) 
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In this passage, we see some of the same minstrel characteristics such as the grinning, 
cheerful slave, saucy, sassy maids, and singing that indicates simple-minded contentment 
with their labor. We also find Trib asserting her own role in the instruction and uplift of 
these black people she encounters. She positions herself as a patron, or perhaps a 
missionary, tasked with using her education and moral superiority to draw civility out of 
the uncivilized. She first expresses affection for them, despite their tendency to annoy her, 
which establishes her position as someone who exercises political sympathy with their 
situation, implying that her affection is a benefit to them. Underneath their more 
“degraded” behaviors lies the potential for moral uprightness.  
However, it is not just her white patronage that they need in order to be lifted from 
degradation; they also need time. The success of black society depends on their “patient 
hearts that wait and watch and hope,” which implies that it is not only through white aid 
and self-determination that black people will rise up out of the moral swamp in which 
slavery left them, but that racial equality must also wait for the passage of time. The fact 
that Trib feels no doubt or despair for the black people who are so patient and hopeful, 
absolves her of any direct responsibility in engaging with their struggle for racial uplift. 
In Trib’s formulation of black life and character, the black people are, for the moment, 
stuck in time. There is nothing that white abolitionists like Trib or the black people 
themselves can do to speed up progress, which is why they must wait patiently. The 
narrative technique of “freezing” black people in time and characterizing them as minstrel 
performers creates distance between Trib and her subjects, which confirms her status as a 
white northerner who exercises moral superiority over both the southern rebels and the 
primitive black people with whom the southerners enjoy such close proximity. This 
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temporal distance is not just a result of Trib’s white identity; it is also vital to her own self-
determination as a woman. 
 
Conclusion 
 In 1863, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony founded the Women’s 
National Loyal League, a society for the purpose of giving women a voice in the 
Republican Party. According to historian Christine Stansell, “By this time, anti-slavery was 
a moral position tolerable for women to adopt, but party politics was thought to be men’s 
business. The whole idea of women as women advocating war and defending the 
Republican Party flew in the face of assumptions about their peace-loving nature” (82-3, 
emphasis original). Stanton and Anthony had hoped that the League would make it possible 
for women to participate in the political sphere so that upon the Union’s victory and the 
abolition of slavery, women could take their place as full citizens of the republic. They 
would be disappointed. The fight for women’s suffrage and black enfranchisement 
stretched for years and generated both partnerships and schisms among activists. What is 
clear from peering into the middle of the Civil War, into a text like Hospital Sketches, is 
that activist women were full of energy and hope for their future. Thanks to the 
particularities of war-time, doors of opportunity were opening and cultural barriers were 
cracking. Women found themselves in arenas previously unavailable to them, and they 
charged forward. 
 When Trib is off-duty at the hospital, she uses her free time to roam the city by 
herself. She writes, “Flattering myself that I had plenty of time, and could see all that was 
to be seen, so far as a lone lorn female could venture in a city, one-half of whose male 
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population seemed to be taking the other half to the guard-house––every morning I took a 
brisk run in one direction or another” (50). She takes advantage of the fact that she, as a 
hospital nurse and therefore always on a mission, can roam the city without fear of 
impropriety or molestation. This description differs vastly from her remembrance of trying 
to find her way through Boston and being shuffled around like a lost child. Part of what 
makes it possible for her to move so freely is the fact that the men of the city are pre-
occupied. This one line is like a symbol for Trib’s war-time freedom––because the men 
have occupied one another with this war, she can get away with moving through public 
space as an individual, with little restriction. Her level of autonomy is at an all-time high 
in this passage. The question is, will that state of freedom continue after the war? Does the 
new ground that women claimed for themselves thanks to their involvement in the Union 
cause remain theirs upon their return to civilian life? 
 Women’s rights activists were disappointed in their expectation of universal 
suffrage. Over the course of the years following the war, tension grew, structuring the 
debates around suffrage. Who came first: black men or white women? Black women were 
often forgotten in these debates. Though figures like Stanton had participated in the 
abolitionist movement, and were in turn supported in their fight for women’s rights by 
folks such as Frederick Douglass, these partnerships began to crumble as it became clear 
that universal suffrage was an unattainable immediate goal. Though Alcott published 
Hospital Sketches in the middle of the war, well before the tensions between Stanton and 
Douglass peaked, anxiety about the relationship between white women and black people 
infuses her recollections. When the war ends, who gets to be free? It is clear that as a 
northern abolitionist and a Union sympathizer, Alcott argues for the freedom of black 
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people, but she does not make a case for racial equality. Here she anticipates the necessity 
of a hierarchy, and in her formulation, white women come out ahead.  
When battle-time is over and Trib has proven herself as a veteran, she reflects, “All 
that is best and bravest in the hearts of men and women, comes out in scenes like these” 
(60). For her, the war was a time during which she could join the best and bravest, both 
men and women, in fighting for the right cause. Though many black activists saw 
themselves as also taking part in the war, from Alcott’s perspective, they were the noble 
cause itself, not full participants. Their time would come, in due course. Her sketches end 
with hope that she will be remembered among the brave and the willing, and that time will 
not leave her behind. It is my intent, in the following coda, to ensure that our future 
processes of cultural memory bring narratives such as Alcott's, Keckley's, and Davis's into 
the future with us. 
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CODA 
IN SEARCH OF NEW MNEMONICS 
 
Figure 3. Bree Newsome takes down the Confederate Flag, Adam Anderson, Reuters, 2015. 
On June 27, 2015, activist and filmmaker Bree Newsome scaled the flagpole in 
front of South Carolina’s state capitol building and took down the confederate battle flag 
(see figure 3) (Contrera). This act became a symbol of the firestorm of activism and 
conversation around the Black Lives Matter movement that swelled throughout the year in 
response to police shootings of black people and systemic institutionalized racism. 
Newsome’s act sprung from conversations about Dylan Roof’s racially motivated murder 
of nine black church members in Charleston that summer. This tragedy, and Roof’s self-
identification with a confederate heritage, culminated in debates and protests about the 
celebration of the flag by governments, corporations, and individuals. Criticism of a 
wholesale valorization of the confederate flag is not new, but the tragedy in Charleston 
galvanized activists and defenders alike. The visually striking image of Newsome perched 
on the flagpole––“stars and bars” clenched in hand––joins other images and voices 
demanding that we reconsider the history of American racism since the fall of the 
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confederacy and question the role of identity in how we remember the Civil War and its 
legacy. My dissertation is grounded in these tensions between memory, identity, and 
history, which persist in our political and cultural conversations to this day. 
When I began this project, I wanted to know: How did the changing racial dynamics 
of the Civil War impact the process of racial identity formation? How does autobiography 
from this period perform the process of identity negotiation? How did competing memories 
of the Civil speak to individuals’ understandings of their racial identity in conversation 
with these collective memories? How did spaces (such as the White House, Philadelphia’s 
Seventh Ward, the war hospital), as contact zones for racial tension, help frame these 
narratives and serve as sites of identity formation? I wanted to know how dominant 
narratives of American history came to be, and specifically how it was possible for white 
people to remember the Civil War and the confederacy, while ignoring slavery and its 
afterlife.  
My impetus for pursuing this project began with my own memories and identity. I 
was haunted by my own racial anxieties, rooted in my family’s long, dark history with 
racism. I am descended from generations of white Appalachians; our family myths include 
both suggestions of American Indian heritage and brutal violence against black people. My 
parents and siblings have wrestled with these family memories and our own sense of 
identity as people motivated by justice and love. Our story is not unique; it is integral to 
white American identity and history. However, the racial violence inherent in whiteness is 
still largely overlooked by the people it infects. Dominant narratives about the Civil War, 
such as using the confederate flag as a non-racial symbol of “southern pride,” obscure the 
racial violence of slavery and its role in establishing white identity; my work joins others 
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in recognizing the interconnection of race, memory, and identity, which these narratives 
ignore. 
My self-absorbed interest in memory and identity was tempered by my fascination 
with the life writings of underrepresented and unusual women, which began with Elizabeth 
Keckley. After reading Behind the Scenes for a seminar, I returned to it again and again, 
looking for “Lizzie” in the spaces between the White House, the Lincolns, and the dress 
scandal. As I followed this path, away from questions about flags and elections, I found 
myself seeking more intimate knowledge––How did she feel? How did she say it? What 
did she understand about herself? Critics and readers have long given this level of attention 
to the interiority of some Civil War authors; Walt Whitman, both introspective and 
transcendent, still dominates our disciplinary focus in this regard. But Elizabeth Keckley, 
who lived as a slave, was raped by her master, bore a son who fought for the union, bought 
her freedom, worked as a seamstress, made dresses for and made friends with the First 
Lady, went long overlooked even though her life experience was both so peculiar and so 
representative of the major events of her time. It occurred to me that even though we are 
preoccupied with wide-sweeping, existential questions about American history and 
memory, our understanding will always be limited if we do not widen our scope to include 
the lives of women like Elizabeth Keckley and Emilie Davis, whose stories we are fortunate 
to still have. 
As I consider the implications of this project, I wonder: How do we go forward into 
the future while still carrying with us the voices of the past? I believe Winters’ thesis offers 
us language and practice for a “forward movement” that does not forget or whitewash 
history: 
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A hope draped in black, a hope made possible by melancholy, remembrance, and 
the contemplation of suffering and loss, is more promising than progress and its 
cognates for thinking about and reimagining black people’s diverse strivings and 
the modern legacy of race more broadly. The language and logic of progress, even 
in its best and more inspiring permutations, resonates with, shapes, and emboldens 
desires for a harmonious, tension-free social world. [. . .] At the same time, 
attachments to progress and longings for a coherent, reconciled world, longings that 
mark race-talk as divisive or that betray an eagerness to move beyond race, 
diminish our capacity to remember and be affected by conflict, violence, death, and 
loss. (243) 
 
Our memory-work, for it is work in that it is active and practiced, must embrace the 
darkness of American history and cultural traumas, so that it can do service to all of our 
collective identities and memories. Continued work on the Civil War must fundamentally 
take up the institution of slavery and its afterlife in American culture and in the lived 
experiences of black people. Remembrances of white women’s stories cannot neglect the 
racial tension between the women’s rights and black rights movements. Narratives about 
racial uplift and progress must widen to include the varied experiences of black women, 
across economic spheres. The plural and intersecting identities of our subjects invite us to 
a richer and deeper understanding of our history and the human experience. Though my 
dissertation is a starting point, my work will continue to consider new ways of 
remembering the past and constituting identities. 
 In conclusion, I return to Emilie Davis. Working with a group of students, Judith 
Giesberg developed “Memorable Days: The Emilie Davis Diaries,” an online annotated 
archive of each diary entry. The website is searchable, user-friendly, and includes scans of 
the original diary pages. It is named for Emilie’s first entry on January 1, 1863: “To day 
has bin a memorable day and i thank god i have bin sperd to see it.” At the bottom of the 
webpage is a word cloud: 
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Figure 4. Word Cloud, Memorable Days: The Emilie Davis Diaries, Villanova University,  
https://davisdiaries.villanova.edu/ 
 
These words function as links; users can click on a word and go read all the entries 
associated with that word. The feature is like a mnemonic device, mimicking, in a rather 
rudimentary way, the way the mind uses a word or idea to quantum-leap to a memory. I 
find it interesting, if not surprising, that the three largest words (and therefore largest 
categories) on the cloud are “family,” “friendships,” and “church,” while “Emancipation 
Proclamation,” “Gettysburg Address,” and “U.S. Navy” are tiny. This visual representation 
of Emilie’s diaries demonstrates the centrality of her identity, grounded in her familial and 
social relationships. It shows a completely different way of remembering history, 
reoriented around the lived experiences of a young black woman, with a focus on who she 
was rather than what she saw. I have hope that future projects such as “Memorable Days” 
will continue to shape the way we think about American history and the tools we use for 
remembering––our cultural mnemonic devices. 
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